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Testimonies Continue

Seventh Regent Takes
Vand During Hearing

POSTING NO DUMPING'SIGN — Larry Perkins, Murray Sanitation
Department field foreman, left, and Cletus
Blanton erect a "No Dumping' sign at the former location of
Planters Loose Leaf Floor on East Main Street. Persons have been dumping debris at that site since the building
was torn down, according to sanitation department superintendent Jerry Wallace. Wallace said the police
will be making an all-out effort to enforce Ordinance 375 which prohibits dumping of any kind within the
city limits. In addition, the department is surveying
all commercial customers to make sure all refuse is container
ized in garbage cans or 2-yard rear loading containers.

Of Aurora's New Sewer Sytem

The vice chairman of the Murray
State University Board of Regents
testified in Calloway Circuit Court today that it was his impression a motion made in a Feb. 7 closed session of
the board "would have removed the
president from the office."
William Carneal, Owensboro, a
member of the board since 1974, made
that statement this morning as a hearing on a suit filed by MSU President
Constantine W. Curris entered its second day.
Curris' suit is seeking to bar five
members of the board — Terry Clark,
Bill Morgan, Jere McCuiston, Steve
West and Jerry Woodall — from participating in a March 28 regents' hearing on nine charges filed against the
president, a well as reinstatement of
the presidential powers that were
stripped by board resolution during a
Feb. 21-22 regents meeting.
Testimony from those five regents,
as well as board chairman Ron
Christopher, had indicated the Feb. 7
action was designed to allow Curris
the opportunity to resign."

Christopher told the court that a
Morgan testified there was "cerconsensus of the board that day was 5- tainly no conspirac
y or concerted ef4 to ask for Curtis' resignation. fort as a
board" to remove Curris
Christopher originally abstained from from the presidency
.
expressing his opinion on the matter
Morgan said the six regents involvbut said he later sided to side with the ed in the
conversations prior to the
minority and the issue became Feb. 7 meeting
discussed several prodeadlocked.
items associated with the university
"The complexion of the whole issue and that an executive
session to air
changed when it became a public the issues was
suggested.
issue," Christopher said. Christopher
"I never dreamed it ( the executiye
was referring to reports about the session) would
be exposed to the
alleged deadlock that were first car- public," Morgan
told the court.
ried by the news media on the night of
When asked by Logan if the board
Monday,Feb. 9.
took a vote on asking Curris to resign
All of the regents who testified Mon- during the
closed meeting Feb. 7,
day have denied that a there was a Morgan
said "we may have caucused
conspiracy to oust Curris from the but we
didn't vote."
presidency.
All six of the regents indicated that
"I heard no plan," Christopher said they
were familiar with the portion
of the Feb. 7 meeting. "I heard people Kentucky
open meetings law that prowho were upset with what they hibits
an agency taking final action in
described as very serious problems." an executive
session.
During a 24-hour period prior to the
Most regents referred to the dicusFeb. 7 meeting of the regents, some sion and
subsequent decision of the
board members met on four different board in
that closed meeting as a
occasions to discuss "problems at the "consensu
s" or "caucus- and refused
university" testimony Monday to class
it as a vote.
revealed.
Regent West said "you can all agree
Regents West, Clark and Morgan in executive
session" while
met on the afternoon of Friday, Feb. Christophe
r said the "assessment of
6; West and Clark went to the home of McCuiston
's motion was 5-4."
board chairman Christopher about 11
Christopher, as he has stated in the
p.m. that same day; Christopher, past, then
met with Curds and inMorgan, West and McCuiston met in formed him
of the board's position
The groundbreaking for the Mar- Sparks hall about 9 a.m. on
the day of before returning to the board room
shall County Sanitation District No. 1 the meeting; and Christophe
r, West, and changing his position.
will be a high point in the district's Clark, McCuiston and Woodall,
conThe board chairman also testified
long struggle to get sewer service in tinued the discussion over
lunch at that he met with Curris on three
octhat Kentucky Lake community. The Granny's porch just
prior to the
See REGENT,
new sewer system will connect with meeting.
Page 8-A, Col, 1
wastewater treatment equipment at
the adjacent Kenlake State Park, according to Woody Woodrum, an official with the district.
Hubbard was instrumental in helping to obtain federal funding for the
$750,000 project. Marshall County officials, along .with representatives of
the state Department of Parks, and
others, are expected to attend the
groundbreaking along with Hubbard.

Groundbreaking Part Of Hubbard's Visit
WASHINGTON, D.C. — A "coffee
hour" with members of the Chamber
of Commerce and a groundbreaking
ceremony for a new sewer system at
Aurora will highlight Congressman
Carroll Hubbard's appearance in
Marshall County Saturday, March 28.

Hubbard will be on hand to meet
members of the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce and the
general public at the Chamber's headquarters at Draffenville from 10 a.m.
to noon that day.
At 1 p.m., the congressman is slated

Calloway, Murray Students
To Sing In All-State Chorus
Teresa Bell and Darvin Stom, both
students at Calloway County High
School, and Tanya Harris and Bill
Boone, both students at Murray High
School, were selected by audition to
participate in the annual Kentucky
All-State Chorus and music convention March 25-28 in Louisville.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Music
Education Association, selected
students from all districts in the state
will attend the KMEA convention at
the Commonwealth Convention
Center.
The students will spend several
hours rehearsing to perform "Requiem," by Gabriel Faure, in concert
Saturday. March 28, to conclude the
convention.
Guest conductor for the All-State
Chorus will be Paul Salamunovich of
Loyola University, Los Angeles.

Teresa Hell

to speak at the groundbreaking of the
new Marshall County Sanitation
District No. 1 sewer system at the
Aurora Community Building in
Aurora.
"Congressman Hubbard expressed
a desire to meet with the people of
Marshall County on a personal basis
and we are privileged to provide that
opportunity," said Don Hise, president of the Chamber.
Betty Haley, executive clicector of
the Chamber, emphasized that
members of the general public, as
well as Chamber members, are
welcome to the -coffee hour" reception.

Installation Of Need Line
Officers, Directors Slated

Da rvin Stom

Bell and Stom are active in the
CCHS choral department. They performed leading roles in the choir's
Christmas-Madrigal
Both students participated in the
KMEA Solo and Ernsemble Contest
March 14;receiving superior ratings.
Bell and Stom perform with the
Calloway Chamber Singers, a select
choir, and the Columbia Blues, a jazz
emsemble under the director of
Lavaughn R. Wells.
Both recently were elected "most
talented" by the CCHS student body
for the superlative section of the 1981
Laker yearbook.
Harris and Boone, both juniors,
have been active in the mixed chorus
and band program at Murray High.
MRS chorus director is Joan
Bowker.

The annual installation of new officers and directors of the MurrayCalloway Need Line Association will
be held Thursday, March 26, at 6:30
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Officers elected for the year are
Betty Boston, president; John Dale,
vice president; Betty Coleman,
secretary; Theron Riley, treasurer.
New directors include Jay
Brigham, Sam Parker, Dan Farris,
and Dwane Jones. Named for another
term are Dale, Jo Burkeen, and
Groover Parker.
Other members of the board of
directors are Euple Ward, executive
director, Wallace Baggett, advisory
consultant, David Roos, long range
planning, Annie Nance, Lennis Hale,
W. E. Mischke, Jr., Marvin Harris,

William Hornbuckle, and Connie
White.
Retiring board members are
Frances Shea, Gary Ha verstock ,
Marie Holton, Brent Manning, and
Dan Boaz.
Special emphasis at the Thursday
meeting will be on the fund raising
drive for the operation of Need Line
throughout the year.
Need Line is a community information screening and referral service
that has been in existence since 1974.
It focuses its efforts towards meeting
human needs and problems. It is not
an agency whose purpose it is to provide direct services. Rather, it is an
agency which attempts to link the
client to other community resources
that might prove useful in meeting individual needs.
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elear
Clear and cool tonight. Lows
in the mid to upper 3(s. Sunny
and slightly warmer Wednesday. Highs in the mid 60s.
Extended Forecast
Dry with a warming trend
Thursday through Saturday. Low
temperatures will be in the 30s
and low 40s Thursday, rising to
the 40s arid low 50s by Saturday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

355.10
355.03

Calloway Man Faces Armed
Robbery Charge In Mississippi

ALL-STATE CHORUS — Murray High students Tanya Harris (left) and
will participate in the Kentucky All-State Chorus, sponsored by the Kentucky Music Education Association, March 25-28 in

MI Boone

Ralph W. Worley, 31, Pottertown
Road, is being held in the Calloway
County Jail until Mississippi
authorities return him to the state
where he was indicted on armed robbery charges, a Calloway County
Sheriff's Office spokesman said.
Worley, indicted for armed robbery
against an individual in Marshall
County, Miss., Nov. 15, 1975, was arrested Saturday in his Pottertown
Road libme, the spokesman said.

Details of the robbery were not
available
Mississippi authorities were expected to pick up Worley today, the
spokesman said.
The arrest was made after
Mississippi governor William F.
Winter sent a governor's warrant to
Kentucky governor John Y. Brown,
who passed the warrant to the
Calloway County sheriff's officials.

IDENTIFICATION STICKERS — Alice Rouse (on ladder), chairman
of
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club, places
a red
children's identification sticker on her children's bedroom
window.
The Kappas, who purchased the stickers for children
and handicapped, will distribute the stickers Saturday along with
members of
the Murray Fire Department. With Rouse are (from left)
Lt. Ricky
Clark, fire inspector Phil Owens and Kappa member Paula
Compton
with her son Chris.

Children,HendleappedStickers
To Be Distributed Saturday
Distribution centers for the possible
life-saving children's red ball and
blue handicapped identification
stickers will be held from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Saturday at the Bel Air and
Center Shopping Centers and the
downtown area.
In case of bad weather, the stickers
will be passed out at a date to be announced later.
Sponsored by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club as
its civic project, the stickers are to
help identify children's bedrooms and
houses occupied by mobilelyUnpaired residents to firemen when
fire occurs.
The Kappas will distribute the
stickers in cooperation with the Murray Fire Department.
The red children's stickers are to be
placed on the outside upper left-hand
corner of each child's bedroom window. Only one sticker is needed if
more than one child occupies one
bedroom.
The blue handicapped stickers are

MURRAY FIRE DEFT

RESCUE

to be placed on the front door of the
residence
The stickers are free. The Kappas.
through its proceeds from the KappaJaycee Karnival in October, purchased 8.000 children's stickers and 2,000
handicapped stickers, Alice Rouse,
chairman of the Kappas.said.
Residents also are asked to remove
old red ball stickers since they will
disregarded by firemen after April 1,
Phil Owens,fire inspector, said.
Persons moving in the future also
are requested to take down all
stickers before they left their houses.
Parents with children ages 12 and
under are urged to pick up stickers,
Rouse said.
Also, the fire department will work
in cooperation with the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens in
order to distribute the handicapped
stickers.
"I feel that if the stickers save one
life, it will be money well spent,"
Rouse said.
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Of Interest To

)

Senior Citizens

Special Tours Announced
For The Senior Citizens
Toopie Thomas of the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens office has announced tours for the coming
months. They include the
following;
April 22 — Dogwood Trail
to start at Market House
Theatre at Paducah. The
group will leave Murray at 9
a.m. with the price to be
$10.75 per person.
June 3 — Opryland USA,
Nashville, Tenn., with price
being $28 per person. The
tour will leave Murray at 8
a.m.

CHOSEN SWEETHEART — Trisha Clark, a member of
the Murray Assembly No 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls, was chosen Demolay Sweetheart of the
Lakeland Demolay Chapter on Sunday. Feb. 22. She is
pictured here with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
C lark.

Hospital Dismissals Listed
16 —81
NEWBORN 4DNIISSIONS
Aldridge. baby boy
,t..(lee) 10)2 - Reynolds,
',iris. Tenn
DISMISSA IS
Mrs. Diane P. Young and

how Ion Dinietii•
Cheinso• Moswirsie
F “n

I- ;L

-;

ALA.,

&Sun
Ac-aderri.
BeNi Pl. ILI,
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baby boy. 508 South Sixth
Street, Murray; Morris G.
Rushing. Rt. - 4, Camden,
Tenn.; Larry D. 'vie, Rt. 1.
Farmington; John H. Colter,
503'2 Meadow Lane. Murray.
Danny H. Walker, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Mrs. Marjory
Ward, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Jimmy
I.. Hawkins,640'2 South 10th
Street, Mayfield: Sam
Miller. Rt. 6, Murray:
Clarence Duncan, Rt. 6,
Murray.
Elmus E. Rudolph, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Lena L.
Thomas, Rt. 9, Benton; John
J. Leo, Rt. 2, Palmersville,
Tenn.; George F. Givens,412
South Eighth Street, Murray: Mrs. Duna Collins
Bizzell, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Adults 141
Nursery 6
3-17-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Turner, baby boy (Brenda ) 205 North Sixth Street,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gloria W. Benham
and baby girl, Rt. 5, Murray;
Donald F. Hardy II, 1415
Dudley, Murray; Roy Scott
Alexander, Hart Hall, Murray; Mrs. Jeanetta I.. Smith,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Bertha
I.. Beane, Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Donna T. Calhoun,
Canton; Mrs. Mary E.
D'Angelo, 314 Main, Murray; Henry Yates. 324 Head,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Annette
Wilson, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
Marie Coleman, 608 Central,
Mayfield; Brock W. Jones,
Rt. 4, Murray.
Heather I.. Bush, Rt. 2,

ULY TOMLIN
:HALLS GRODI
THE
INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
WOMAN

FitaXIVS
Italian
Spaghetti
Special

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

1.09

with garlic bread

.1
/
2 Price

Puryear, Tenn.; Hal K.
Kingins, 1105 South 16th
Street, Murray; Ivan C.
Schwerin, 2111 Brookhaven,
Murray; Mrs. Mary G. Murphey, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Mary
Jane Grogan, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Paul Kurusch, Rt. 4, Murray.
Mrs. Edrnonia Spann, 709
South Third Street, Murray;
Marshless M. Hampton, A8
Manor,
Nothfield
Russellville; Mrs. Lola M.
Sinter, 804 Guthrie, Murray;
Mrs. Carmen Horton, 914
Coldwater Road, Murray;
Leon Derrington, 827 Shell
Wood, Mayfield; Leon
Lockhart )expired ) 504
North Sixth Street, Murray.

Sept. 19 to 25 — Myrtle
Beach at a cost of $259. This
includes one night at
Asbville, N. C., four dinners,
four breakfasts, three lunches, guided tours of
museums at Myrtle Beach,
and one night at Knoxville,
Tenn.
Oct. 19 to 21 — Two nights
at Gatlinburg, Tenn., and
tour of the Smoky Mountains
and Cristus Gardens there.
The cost will be $105.
Mrs. Thomas said persons
may call the senior citizens
office at 753-0929 or at 7538274.

Inv& dining onis
inside dining onh

Free Refills on Drinks

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-10 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

Alcoholic:
meet at 8 r
end of the
Livestock
Center.

Murray
American
University 1
at 7:15 p.m
Irma I.a Fa
20th Street.

nou
Jeff
Fell
Mat
sele
stai
fro
bric

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL

Dr. Robert C. Etherton,
chairman Physics Department, Murray State University, will be the guest
speaker on Wednesday,
March 25, at the United
Campus Ministry Luncheon.
He will speak on the topic:
"Physics In The 1980s."
United
Campus
The
Ministry Luncheons are held
every Wedensday 12:30-1:20
p.m. in the Ohio Room of the
University Center. Those attending may get their choice
of food in the "T-Room"
cafeteria and bring it to
Room 304 Ohio Room. Coffee
is furnished free by UCM for
all persons attending the luncheon.
Interested students, faculty and those from the surrounding community are encouraged to attend, a
spokesman said.

Senior
Citizens

BENTON PATIENT
John Peterson of Kirksey
was dismissed March 5 from
the
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.

Golden Age 'Club
Plans Luncheon
Here Thursday

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
And that rate of reduction can be sustained
until you have lost 50, 75 or even 100 pounds
and more
It's fast, safe and inexponsive

404 AT THE L

DIET Q.k
CENTER
753 0020
Walnut Plaza
Suite 203
5th 8 Walnut

.111111111111.

YOUR CHOICE OF YELLOW C • NHITE GOLD

The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, March 26, at
11:30 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
A potluck luncheon will be
served and a St. Patrick's
day program will be
presented.
The club held its February
meeting at the church with a
potluck luncheon served and
a white elephant sale held.
Those present were ,Mr.
and Mrs Roger Burgoyne,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marose,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mears,
Mr. and
Mrs. Ted
Schleuster, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Gertzen, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hopkins, Paul Kingins, Mrs.
Artis Fuqua, Mrs. Modena
Butterworth. Mrs. Mettle
Parker, Mrs. Calista Clanton, Mrs. Birdie Parker,
Mrs. Mary Ray, Mrs.
Thelma Parker, Mrs. Lucille
Rollins, Mrs. Connie Jones,
Mrs. Flildred Sharp, Mrs.
Autry Lang, Mrs. Meme
Mattingly, Mrs. Naoma
Schwalm, Mrs. Vera Isminger, and Miss Barbara
Shores, members; Mrs. Otie
McDougal and Mrs. Ora
England, guests.

30% OFF

zr4V-

REG.$600.

Ant

$395•

THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE'

Dr. Etherton To
Be Speaker For
UCM Luncheon.

PATIENT AT PARIS
Myrtle Housden of Hazel
has been a patient at the
Henry County Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.

`Let's talk
about
`LOSING
`WkIGHT...

Diet Center, In,

Murray
pounds ser
meet at 7 p
Center.

•

All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

OfTriferest To

fries

69' Special For kids

Senior y
Linn Earl
?aducah,
ir Farrell I
Arts Cents
University.

Miss Linda Rebecca Dunaway and Gordon Lee Caritt

Yates-MOding Vows
To Be Read On Friday
Miss Carla Gayle Yates,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dwain Yates of Pilot Oak,
has completed plans for her
wedding to David Lynn Madding, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Jimmy Madding of
Mayfield.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Friday,
March 27, at 7 p.m. at the
Northside Baptist Church,
Mayfield. The Rev. Jimmy
Madding and the Rev.
Charles Simmons will officiate. Nuptial music and
solos will be presented by
Danny Forester.
Miss Yates has chosen as
her matron of honor, Mrs.
Delanie Carr, and as hcr
bridesmaids — Mrs. David
Henderson and Mrs. Dennis
Sanderson. Miss Katrina
Ann Rawls will serve as
flower girl.
Mr. Madding has chosen
Jimmy Madding to serve as
his best man. Groomsmen
will be Dwain Yates, David
Henderson, and Terry Mad'ing. Ushers will be Micheal
Carr and Rickie Joe Mading. Robbie Carr will serve
s the ring bearer.

Tuesd
The Call
chard and
meet at 7
Kentucky I
position
Farm Re
Macha wil
Seeds to 1
interested
vited.

Murra
Baseball
meet at
cafeteria of
High Schot
portant mt
terested pi
to attend.

A FULL 1/4 CARAT "FLOWER CLUSTER"

viith

(i.alad 40'
(Nitre

Sybil Ferquson-Founder

June 24 — Rochome
Gardens, Arcola, Ill. This is
the Amish land tour including the gardens and late
lunch at the Dutch Kitchen.
The cost will be $40 and the
tour will leave at 7 a.m.
July 18 — Grand Ole Opry
matinee, Nashville, Tenn.
The group will leave Murray
at 8 a.m, and will sight see
and shop until show time.
The cost will be $28.
Aug. 11, 12, and 13— Branson, Mo., to see "The
Shepherd of the Hills"
pageant and to Eureka Springs, Ark., to see "Great
Passion Play." This includes
breakfast, one dinner, and
an escorted tour of Eureka
Springs at a cost of $142.

Announcement is made today of the engagement of
Rebecca
Miss Linda
Dunaway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Dunaway of
Farmington Route 1, and
Gordon Lee Cavitt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
Cavitt of Mayfield Route 1.
Miss Dunaway, who
graduated from Sedalia
High School in 1980, is
employed at Smith's Supermarket of Mayfield.
She is the granddaughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. G.
E.(Ebb) Armstrong of Lynn
Grove, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Charles
Almus
Dunaway of Farmington
Route I.
The groom-elect, a 1977
graduate of, Sedalia High
School, is the grandson of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Ed Prince
of Murray and of Mr. and
Mrs. Otho Cavitt of Farmington.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Friday, April
17, at 7 p.m. at the High
Point Baptist Church,
Mayfield, with the Rev.
James Tharp to officiate at
the ceremony. A reception
will follow in the fellowship
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
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MICHELSON JEWELERS

Compare The Orthopedic
Sertapedic® Maxim I
Very Firm
The Sertapedic Maxim I is quality
bedding with special support and
comfort components. Spring
steel hourglass coils and heavygauge border wire work together
to give_your back the support it
needs, While the highly featured
UniGrid foundation complements
and supports the Maxim I mattress unit. The quilted,
decorator-designed cover adds
the final elegant touch to this
luxurious mattress and foundation set.
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Compare Crass Furniture's Price
Twin$74914
1

Fel$ 104!!
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Dunaway-Cavitt Wedding Planned2-4-4-4

'
4
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Queen
$1
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As Always Crass Is Lower

CRASS FURNITURE
South Third

Murray, Ky.

753-3621
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Community Events Are Listed

SPUN.NEWS

Tuesday, March 24
The Calloway County Orchard and Garden Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Dr. Roger
Macha will discuss From
Seeds to Transplants." All
interested persons are invited.

,

Zeta Department-

Tuesday, Mardi 24
Wednesday, March 25
Tliuriday, March 21I
3-18-41
Mrs. Willie Mae
'resin
Singles Class of Seventh
Intercollegiate
rodeo,
Douglas Center will be
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Dunigan, Rt. I, Benton.
and Poplar Church of Christ open from 10 a in to 2 p.m sponsored by Murray State
Adams, baby
girl
Mrs. Glenda J. Hill, 1706
will meet at 7 p.m. at the for activities by the Senior Rodeo Club, will be at 7:30
(Virginia) Rt. 1, Box 121, Keenland, Murray; Billy T
revathan.
The Zeta department of
church building
Citizens with lunch at 12 p m. at the West Kentucky
Murray
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Brann, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs the Murray Woman's Club
Livestock and Exposition
Hart, baby boy (Susan) Lovie I. Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dex- will meet Thursday, March Binst Scott, Mrs. Maurice
Parents Anonymous will
Center
For
ticket
informaThursday, March 26
1320 Main Street, Murray.
ter; Mrs. Era Farmer, 509 26, at 7.30 p.m. Members are Ryan, Mrs. James M.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For intorGolden Age Club will meet tion call 762-8890.
Clark, baby girl (Sharon) Elm, Murray; Voris C. asked to meet at the Art An- Lassiter, Mrs. Elsie Kivett,
mation call 753-5995 or 435- at 11:30
a.m at the social
1407B Hillwood Drive, Mur- Wells, Rt. 7, Murray.
nex of the Calloway County Mrs. Roe Overby and Mr,
4385
Murray State Racers will
hall of the First United
ray.
Gaylord Forrest
Mrs. Beetle M. Jenkins, Public Library.
meet
University
of
Iowa
in
a
Methodist Church. A potluck
DISMISSALS
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.; John
Wednesday, March 25
the program will be
baseball
game
at
3
p.m.
at
luncheon will be served
Mrs. Sherry L. Brame and W. Gamlin, RI. I, Puryear, presented by William StafLadies day activities will
Murray -Calloway
Reagan Field.
baby girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey; Tenn.; Mrs. Grace D. Jef- ford, a widely-published
Baseball Association will be held at the Murray CounZeta Department of the
Mrs. Karen L. Eldridge, Rt. frey, Box 526, Murray; Ivy poet, who is conducting a
meet at 7 p.m at the try Club with bridge with
"The Fourposter" will be
Murray Woman's Club will
3, Murray; Henry C. Culver, 1405 Poplar, Mur- workshop at Murray State
VISIT HERE
cafeteria of Calloway County Cathryn Garrott as hostess
presented
by Community
meet at the Arts Annex of the
Mr and Mrs. Charles Lipp
High School. This is an im- at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at
Theatre at the old friend Sanders, Rt. 2, Hazel; Eric ray; William I. Balentine, University. He will be
Calloway
Library
Public
at
portant meeting and all in- 12 noon with Faira Alexdepot in the Murray- D. Laws, Rt. 1, Palmersville, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs. Mary F. reading and discussing of Morton, Ill., were the
7:30 p.m. Looney, AS Southside several of his most popular weekend guests of Mr. and
terested persons are urged ander as hostess chairnian.
Calloway Park at 8 p.m.
Black Awareness Manor, Fulton.
Mrs. John I. Russ, Melrose.
poems.
to attend.
United Campus Ministry
Magazine Club will meet
After the program, thi Drive, Murray.
Need Line Board of Direcluncheon will be held from in the Cumberland Room of
Event Planned Baptist Women Of group will go to the man
Senior voice recital by 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in the Ohio
the University Center, Mur- tors and guests will have a
HOSPITAL PATIENT
library where they will bt
Linn Earl Bearden, tenor, Itooni. University Center.
special dinner and inThe Committee on Black
ray State University, at 2
Nome Brandon of Murra)
?aducah, will be at 815 p.m. Murray State University.
given an up-date on tla
stallation of officers and new Leadership of Murray State Oak Grove Hold
p.m.
facilities and its ser- has been dismissed front
ir Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Dr. Robert C. Ethertoi I.
board members at the Col- University will sponsor a
Special Meetings library
Margaret Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
by
v ices
Arts Center, Murray State chairman, Department of
onial House Smorgasbord at Black Awareness Banquet
Support Group of SIDs
University.
and Dance on Friday, March
The Baptist Women of Oak
Physics, MSU, will speak on (sudden death syndrome) or 6:30 p.m.
27, at 6:30 p.m. in the Grove Church observed the
'Physics in the 1980s."
for any person who has lost a
Murray TOPS (take off
Ladies Night by the ballroom of the University
Week of Prayer for Home
through
child
accident
or
ilMurray State University
pounds sensibly) Club will
Knights of Columbus will be Center, MSU.
Missions with two special
lness
at
will
7:30
meet
p.m.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health Men's Tennis team will meet
held at 6:40 p.m. at the
Mrs. Alotha Barbour of meetings in March. The proMichigan State at 1 p.m. at at the Calloway County Parish Center, St. Leo's Clarksville,
Center.
Tenn., will be gram theme was "Go ForCenter.
Health
the University Courts, MurCatholic Church.
ward."
the speaker.
Alcoholics Anonymous will ray.
Freda Humphreys was
Tickets are $6 per person.
Wranglers Riding Club
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Eye screening by Dr. L. C.
Bible Journaling Group of For information call 767-2021
hostess for a potluck lunend of the West Kentucky Ryan will be at 1 p.m. for will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church will or 767-4330.
cheon on March 2 at her
Livestock and Exposition Senior Citizens at Hazel. The home of Mr. and Mrs. Red meet at the home of Corinne
home.
.•ditiolte- ho'
In
Woods, Van Cleve Road.
Center.
McNutt, 1405 Main Street.
center will be open from 10
Those present were Clara
Is
Support Group Of Jean Paschall, Sara
Murray Branch of a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at
Gamma Gamma Chapter
After School Bible Club
Bagwell, Delpha Taylor.
American Association of 11:45 a.m.
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet
Meet
SIDS Will
Hilda Evitts, Pauline Story,
University Women will meet
Overeaters Anonymous at the home of Brenda Jones will meet at First Christian
Church.
and Voulonda Grooms.
at 7:15 p.m. at the home of will meet at 12 noon on the at 7 p.m.
The Support Group
On March 4 the women
Irma 1,a Follette, 808 North second floor of the Baptist
Legion of Mary will meet meeting of SIDs (sudden met at the church with three
20th Street.
Student Center.
"Ivan the Terrible," sixth
at St. Leo's Catholic Church death syndrome) will be held summer missionaries from
film in International Film
Thursday, March 26, at 7:30
Ind In relebratirm
wihs
Ohlselbs sr*srliria iciest IAN'sr:
at 10:40 a.m.
the Baptist Student Union at
Festival, Murray State
p.m. at the Calloway County Murray
(1) out Ittsairersurv
State
University
We are pleased to anas
University, will be shown at
Mothers Day Out will be at Health Center, North
e fur Entire Stem L It
e
speakers.
2 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the 9 a.m. at First Baptist Chur- Seventh and Olive Streets.
nounce that Mr.and Mrs.
They were Teresa Barber,
University Center Theatre. ch.
dire th•
This
is
for
any
person
who
Jeff Rogers,(nee Tammy
a 1980 summer missionary,to
The silent film classic, "Batno.otth
has lost a child through SID,
7.; 144127
California:
Jill
Stewart
who
Feltner) were married
tleship Potemkin," will be
Disabled
American accident, or illness. For in11,55, lr
shown at 1,4, and 9 p.m.
Veterans and Auxiliary will formation call Lillian served in Oklahoma; and
March 14th. They have
Dan Hargrave who will go to
meet at 7 p.m. at the Legion Robertson GLPN.
Cedermore this summer.
Annual Military Ball, Hall.
selected their pottery,
sponsored by the Military
stainless, and crystal
Senior Citizens centers
Science Department, will be
from our complete
from 6 p.m. to midnight at will be open for activities
the
University Center Hazel and Douglas will be
bridal registry.
Ballroom, Murray State. open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
This is for all students enroll- with lunch at Hazel at 11:45
ed in ROTC as well as those a.m, and at Douglass at 12
7534541 121 8y-Pan
who have taken ROTC noon. Ellis will be open from
classes during the past two 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with lunch
PL-irrA
"VA!
years.
at 12 noon.
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White
Tiger

We will be selling Frace's' print,"White Tiger" for $25.00 each. If you
purchase this print, you will receive a complimentary print of the artist's "Bengal Tiger." We will also have other prints on sale.
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Take control of your skin with Estee Lauder's new
SWISS AGE-CONTROLLING SKINCARE PROGRAM
A hardworking daily routine that is uncluttered and remarkably easy.
,

.r.-al)

Al) it takes is tour products you con use for the next
five years The most advanced cleansers Refiners
Protectors And nourishers An impressive lineup of
Estee Lauder's super-performing options that you
choose And you control All designed to put your
skin in order And keep it that way
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"While only nature controls the aging process, the
Swiss Age-Controlling Skincore Program helps
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The Swiss Age-Controlling Skincore Program has
eighteen products in all for you to choose from Inc ludtng these six new ones
''''
Thorough Cloonsing Get

111
Tend*. C111111,. Cleonsce,

6 oi .850, 3oz .600
401 ,8 50

Full Sitninvi. Prot...en°. Tooic, I 2 oz , 1250. 6 oz

©h.

Gentle Prohzction Ton.c,

12 oz., 12 SO,6 or

8 50

. 8 50

Ntt.-011r Skin Stisitia.titit. 1 iS or., 1850. 7)13 or 10 50
Swiss Eve Crows.,
V; or . 15 00
Come find out about them all today
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Bengal
Tiger

You are invited to meet Charles Frace', who will be
here on Thursday, March 26th, from 4 p.m. until 8.-00
p.m.

A
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Charles
Frace

a {1_11, 4

Charles has been affiliated with Frame House Gallery since 1973, but this year
he has gone with American Masters Foundation. His next print, a "Snow Leopard
Cub" will be released in April.
It all started in Bear Mountain, Pennsylvania, many years ago. "I'd go out in the
woods and sketch...I'd sketch trees, flowers, animals. I even sketched movie
stars'faces out of magazines! You name it, I tried it. When I was fourteen, I got my
first paint set for Christmas. It was a beginner's set with tiny tubes of paint no
bigger than your little finger. I was so excited! But I was afraid too. it took me a
year to open the first tube and try some of the paint!" And so Charles Frace' embarked upon the career that has brought him into the homes and hearts of so
many across the country.
After opening that first tube of paint, Charles progressed rapidly. He remembers
with fondness his minister's wife, Mrs. Weaver, who was herself an accomplished
artist. She helped Charles with all aspects of drawing and painting in the early
years. He comments,"She was a talented artist who shared her knowledge with
me on many levels, and although she was a portrait artist, she taught me many
other things too." He also remembers spending many months of each high school
year designing and painting the backdrop for the school's annual operetta. "The
stage was forty feet long so I spent many hours painting the ten by forty foot
backdrop. Once I remember painting huge windmills...doing the research...it was
all fun."
After high school there was no money to send Charles to college, but he wrote
to the Director of the Philadelphia Museum School of Art (now the Philadelphia
College of Art) for an interview anyway. He took his work with him to the interview and remembers the Director's exact reaction, "This work deserves a
scholarship in any man's language, and we just happen to have one."
Since then Charles' work has become legendary with the painting style he has
developed.
When you look into the eyes of a Frace' animal, you're looking into the soul, the
very essence of the creature. Yes, you may feel the soft fur, or count the feathers,
but what is really important is that you have touched the inner being of the animal,
come to know him personally. You can feel what he is feeling; you can make a
friend of him,a lasting friend.

We will have an interesting selection of Frace's' work
on display so come meet the man and see his work at
the

Blackford House Gallery

D3?

1203 Chestnut
753-8272

Hours:
9:30 to
5:30 p.m.

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

753-8301
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John Belote and Ralph A.
Tesseneer, Jr., both of Murray and
sophomores at Murray State University, have been awarded seven weeks'
research study grants at the University of Tennessee Medical Unit at Memphis, Tenn
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Velma Holland and Edward Gibson,
72.
Albert B. Futrell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Brigham Futrell, has been promoted to sergeant in the Air Force. He
is stationed at McConnell Air Force
Base, Wichita, Kansas.
Members of the Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs attending the
meeting of the Kentucky
Homemakers Extension Association
at Lexington are Mesdames Harold
Eversmeyer, Raymond Carter,
Elmer Sholar, S. C. Colson, Brent
Manning, N. P. Cavitt, James E.
Golden, Paul Maggard, J. C. Kemp,
Lud Larson, and Barletta Wrather,
the latter the county home
demonstration agent.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Lee Story on March 19, a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. James Sanders on
March 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Rogers on March 21, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Fulton on March
22.
Elected as officers of the Calloway'
County Homemakers Club were Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs. Alfred
Taylor, and Mrs. Anton Herndon.

EDITORIAL
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Simple Tax Form?
We'll Just See
Stock up on pencils, erasers
and aspirin. The Internal
Revenue Service is simplifying theincome tax form again.
Periodic reforms over the
years for the declared purpose
of easing the taxpayers' annual chore have fostered skepticism. No sooner do we get
acquainted with one 1040 than
they change the rules and confuse us.
A team of lawyers, graphic
designers, accountants and
poll-takers, aided by professional writers an .expert
designated as a syntactician,

Low Down
By Joe Crump
I

FROM THE

claim to have put together a
form that is clear and uncluttered. Instruction books, they
say, will be sprinkled with
helpful tips that will drive the
tax-preparation business to
oblivion and please the
citizenry.
The new forms will be tested
on 30,000 taxpayers next year.
If the experts are pleased,
they will be distributed nationwide in 1984.
Forgive us the deja vu.
There is no way to make
April 15 a deadline to be approached with pleasure.

Congressional
Record

Taxdollar Waste.
Horror Story
Senator Charles H. Percy 0110 "...I
am reintroducing (S.5911 a bill to increase the efficiency of Governmentwide efforts to collect debts owed the
United States, to require the Office of
Management and Budget to establish
regulations for reporting on debts owed the United States., cosponsored by
Senator Sasser I Tenn. I.
"New reports, which surfaced at a
hearing Senator Sasser and I held last
November on this issue, showed that
losses resulting from mismanagement and the absence of basic collection tools were much higher than we
ever dreamed-616 billion according
to Office of Management and Budget
OBM1 officials...
"In view of these enormous losses,
and the mandate we received last
November from the American taxpayers to balance the budget, I am
sure that my colleagues will agree
that sweeping legislative reforms are
urgently needed.
"For example, when the General
Accounting Office GAO)asked Housing and Urban Development(HUD I to
report on the portion of its $3.7 billion
multifamily housing loan program
that was deliquent, HUD responded
that they bad little interest in knowing
how much was deliquent and had no
system for determining total delinquencies...GAO found an incredible
6500 million past due..."
"The Department of Education
stopped collections entirely in 1976 to
shift employees elsewhere. As a

result, the default rate skyrocketed
from about $7 million in 1976 to $24
million last year...
"The VA reported that of 285,000
new debt claims handled in the first 7
months of 1980, nearly 49,000 debters
about 17 percent, moved and did not
leave forwarding addresses...
"The Justice Department, contrary
to the Comptroller General's opinion,
has ruled that any credit bureau
which receives data from a Federal
agency must abide by the specific requirements of the Privacy Act in
handling the data. Credit Bureaus
already governed by the Fair Credit
Reporting Act will not accept Federal
records under these conditions..."
I Debt Collection Act of 1981 would correct this ruling (
Senator Jim Sasser Tenn. "...I
urge each and every one of you to join
Senator Percy and me in working for
quick passage of the Debt Collection
Act of 1981..."
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Congressmen continued to shovel
out tax dollars as bad debt losses
mounted.
Aware of the "Horror story", David
Stockman, new head of the Office of
Management and Budget is unlikely
to be impressed by the pleas of special
interest groups who want to continue
to do business as usual. As the President has stated," There are no more
feathers on the goose to pluck."

Washington Today

Sunbelt Movement
Ma Redraw Lines
An AP News Analysis
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The movement of Americans to the Sunbelt is
forcing a redrawing of political lines
that could wipe out the advantage
Democrats might expect as the party
out of power in the 1982 congressional
elections.
The 1980 Census figures seem just
one more headache for Democrats
reeling from last year's Republican
landslide that put Ronald Reagan in
the White House and gave the GOP
control of the Senate.
Leaders of both parties see the 1982
elections as the test of whether 1980
signaled a shift in the nation's
political direction.
The biggest factor influencing the
1982 results could be the public
perception of the success or failure of
the Reagan economic program. But
few politicians expect a clear consensus on the economic program to
have emerged by November 1962.
At this early stage, the redrawing of
congressional and legislative district
lines to reflect the results of the 1980
Census is seen as a potentially
decisive factor in the battle for control
of the House of Representatives, the
last bastion of Democratic power in
Washington.
If the Republicans gain 26 seats in
the 1982 elections, they would take
control of the House.
But, historically, the party out of
power comes out ahead in nonpresidential election years. The
average gain for the outs in recent

years has been 33 House seats.
More significantly, the outs have
picked up House seats in every offyear election since 1938. The last time
the party in power consolidated its
gains was in 1934, the election two
years after Franklin D. Roosevelt
entered the White House.
What has Democrats worried is the
extraordinary political bias inherent
in the population shifts during the
1970s.
The big losers of House seats are the
Northern industrial states. New York
loses five, Pennsylvania, Ohio. Illinois
two each. Losing one seat each are
Massachusetts, Michigan. New
Jersey, Indiana, Missouri and South
Dakota': Within those states, districts
losing the most population tend to be
in cities and all are held by
Democrats.
The big gainers are Florida with
four seats, Texas with three, California with two and Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Oregon, Tennessee,
Utah, Washington and Nevada with
one each.
When the politicians finish redrawing the lines that shift 17 House seats
from the North and Midwest to the
Sunbelt states, it won't represent a
clear loss of urban Democrats seats to
increasingly Republican areas in the
South,Southwest and West.
The odds are that in Northern states
losing two seats each the new lines
will result in a loss of one Democratic
and one Republican seat. That's the
way of political compromise.
It's in the new districts that
Republicans see the greatest opportunities

C Copley News Service
'

(,arrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

State's 'Sweet Sixteen'Basketball
Tournament Is All It's Said To Be
The Kentucky boys' high school
basketball championship tournament,
affectionately known across the Commonwealth as the Sweet Sixteen" is
everything it is said to be -- nostalgia,
excitement, reunions, vacations.
ecstasy, shattered dreams, you name
it.
Last week, I was privileged to attend my third tournament in a row
and my second in spaOus,24,000-seat
Rupp Arena in .1.exington. For the
past few years. the high school
athletic commissioner has been alternating the tournament between
Louisville's Freedom Hall and Rupp
Arena, but from all indications, it will
be in Lexington from now on.
They want it bad, and the people up
there knock themselves out to be pleasant, hetpful and accommodating at
every opportunity. Louisville, they
say, is acting as if it doesn't care
whether the tournament is ever
played there or not So, it's my guess
is that the tournament will be played
from now on in Lexington and in Rupp
Arena.
The crowds, too, are so much larger
and the gate receipts so much greater
in Lexington than they were in
Louisville, which, no doubt, will be
looked upon quite favorably by the
commissioners when it comes down to
the decision wire.
'+
People come from all over for the
Sweet Sixteen tournament. There
were four men from Lansing. Mich.,
in a room just across from ours at the
hotel. They have been coming to the
tournament since 1968.
-Up where we are." one of them
said, "they have the 'class' system —
Class A. B, C. etc. — and they don't
have one big tournament like this
where you see the top teams from all
over the state shooting it out for the
championship. I hope Kentucky will
always keep this tournament format."
++++
Among the new folks I met up there
was Charles (Elmo) Williams, a
former Calloway Countian now living
in Warren, Mich. He and Pat Covington, who recently retired in
JyljebigarLandnigied hark In Murray
were taking in the tournament. They
worked together. making- Uniroyal
tires.
Elmo knows or is kin to just about
everybody in the county and is a walking encyclopedia on early Calloway
County and Murray history. He grew
up below Pottertown near Russell's
Chapel, which he said was named
after Dub and Booty Russell's greatgrandfather.
He has lived in Warren since 1943
and worked with Uniroyal for 35 years
before retiring last June. His wife, the
former Billie Muzich and a graduate
of Pikeville College, died in 1978.
With their two daughters and their
families living in the Warren area,
Elmo doubts seriously that he will
ever move back to Calloway County
like Pat did, although he says he has
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seriously considered it.
It was the first time since 1935 that
he had been to the tournament, having
hoboed to Louisville that year along
with Wayne Flora, Skip Neale, Fred
Robertson and Pat to see that one.
++++++
The 1981 champions, the SimonKenton Pioneers, had a fantastic
cheering section, among which was
Kenny Price, the big, heavy-set fellow
in over-ails on the Hee Haw television
show.
The first time he was spotted in his
blue and white Simon Kenton cap, he
was up in the stands among the fans,
but the autograph seekers flocked
around him so much it kept him from
seeing the game until the officials
gave him a seat on press row where
they couldn't get to him.
They say he is a native of Boone
County, which is next door to Kenton
County, and is better known for his
'Sheriff of Boone County"song.
++++++
University of Kentucky Coach Joe
Hall can hardly see a game either
because of authograph seekers, all of
whom he seems to try to graciously
accommodate. There was a flock of
them around him most of the time
whenever he appeared in his seat at
the tournament.
++++++
Speaking of seats, I sat in a No. 13
seat for all three of Mayfield's games,
hoping that old number would bring
them good luck. I thought it had after
the Cardinals won their first two
games, and was even optimistic when
they held a one-point lead over Mason
County in their semi-final game
Saturday morning. After that,
however, whatever luck I thought the
No. 13 was bringing us faded about as
quickly as the Cardinals did in that second half.
+++++t
We missed seeing one familiar face
at the tournament, that of E. G.
Glover of Christian County. Mr.
Glover has been attending the tournament every year for the past 34 years,
but had to miss this year — which
would have been his 35th in a row —
because of a total knee replacement

Feb. 2.
He was home on crutches listening
to the radio accounts of the games,
but two of his daughters, Betsy and
Mary, were there in his place. Betsy,
a 1975 and 1977 graduate of Murray
State, teaches English at Hopkinsville
High School. Mary, a 1979 Murray
graduate, is working on her master's
degree in guidance counseling at the
university now.
They also have a sister, Linda, who
is a freshman at the university and
majoring in Spanish and political
science. She is Mary's roommate.
Another sister, Mrs. Nancy Arvin,
works at the Murray State Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research Center at
Hopkinsville, and they have a younger
sister, Becky, who is a junior at Christian County High School.
Mr. Glover is a chef and has worked
at all the state park lodges with exception of the one at Gumbo near
Ashland.
++++++
I've never been very excited about
going to the state tournament in the
past, but after these last three, I must
be catching the fever. Kentucky is one
of the few states left where the best
high school teams in the state come
together to shoot it out and the way
they go at it is something to see!
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Letter To The Editor
Embarrassing Happenings
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20 Years Ago
Representatives of several towns
affected by the Rlinois Kentucky Tennessee Defense Highway known as I24 met here on March 22 at the office
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce
to map plans to combat a change in
the routing of the highway, instigated
by Henry Ward.
Deaths reported include Andrew
Jackson Colson and Tommy Edwards,85.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, Murray State
College, and the Rev. T. A. Thacker,
pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church, were among the persons from
Western Kentucky attending a two
days' institute on alcoholism for the
clergy at Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tooke of
Cadiz announce the engagement of
their daughter, Constance Ramona,to
Ray Marshall Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts of Murray.
The Calloway County Homemakers
Club Council heard Wilma Vandiver,
district leader, speak at the meeting
held yesterday at the Murray City
Hall with Mrs. W. A. Ladd presiding.
Sugar is listed as selling for 99 cents
for 10 pounds at Johnson's Grocery
this week.

30 Years Ago
A Red Cross instructor course in
first aid will begin March 26, according to Mrs. Paul Lynn,service chairman for the chapter.
Dr. S. E. Tat of Pine Bluff, Ark.,
will be the speaker at the revival services to be held at the Hazel Baptist
Church, according to the pastor, the
Rev. H. F. Paschall.
A special feature story on Mrs. B.
G. Humphreys, written by Lochie
Hart, is published today.
The Calloway Homemakers Club
Council made plans for the
observance of National Homemakers
Week at the meeting held here.
"Hugo Wilson all smiles driving
around in his jeep," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Mrs. Ralph Woods was hostess at
her home, "Oakhurst," for the
meeting of the Magazine Club.
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Bible-Thoug-ht
"It is written, Be ye holy; for I am
holy." I Peter 1:16

The Bible calls all mankind to live
a life of holiness. And for this purpose were we all created in the image
the Kentucky legislature to abolish of God.
Dear Sir:
lam becoming increasingly embar- the entity of MSU and merge it with
rassed, almost daily, hearing about its hottest rival, Western State in
the goings-on at Murray State these Bowling Green, an idea currently bedays. I'm sure if the University ing considered anyway because of
By The Associated Press
wishes to recoup its losses from the economic factors.
Today is Tuesday. March 24, the
$32,000 witchhunt to find fault with its
Sincerely yours,
83rd day of 1981. There are 282 days
current president, all it needs to do is
Bob Daniels,
former Murray and not proud of it left in the year.
copyright the story and make it into a
Today's highlight in history:
Knoxville, Tenn.
soap opera - the nighttime variety,
On March 24, 1603, the crowns of
you know, like "Dallas- and "FlamEngland and Scotland were joined
ingo Road." Just think of all the
under James VI of Scotland. who'
royalties the institution would
liegan his reign as James I.
receive. The national publicity would
On this date:
be, of course,"icing on the cake."
In 1683, Rhode Island was purchasNo doubt, the current president
ed from the Indians.
does not appear to be the "good ole
boy" type who shoots the breeze with
By Ken Wolf
In 1924, Greece was proclajbed
the local coffee shop crowd every
Is it possible to be too broad- republic.
morning, but his outstanding ac- minded, too tolerant? The English
In 1972, Britain took over direct concomplishments and dignified manner novelist and critic G.K. Chesterton (rol in Northern Ireland to restore
as university president speak for (1874-19361 thought that it was. In
themselves.
1893, at the age of twenty, he wrote in
Ten years ago: South Vietoamese
MSU has unfortunately been tar- his notebooks of the tolerance that troops ended their drive to cut enemy
nished by the actions of half-a-dozen traps:
supply lines in Laos.
of its own regents. I would like to
The real bigotry does not exist
Five years ago: A military coup in
know how the members of the Board
in knowing your own faith. The
Argentina toppled the government of
of Regents are chosen and/or apreal bigotry consists In knowing
Isabel Peron, who was arrested.
pointed and how they themselves may
another man's faith better than
(Inc year ago: El Salvador's Arbe removed? Surely there must be
he does. A broad religion often
chbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero — a
some safe-guards built into the
makes men more bigoted than a
critic of the ruling junta -- was killed.
system to protect the university and
narrow religion, because It
Today's birthday: Pianist Byron
of
all of its employees from damage
makes it harder po believe that
Janis is 53.
this sort.
there is anything outside it.
Thought for today: When lone burns
My wish is that the university reThis might be called the limitation one's bridges, what a very nice fire it
main intact. If it continues to bicker ,(of is it arrogance( of too much makes. — Dylan Thomas. Welsh poetinternally, this may be prime time for knowledge.
( 1914-19531.

Today In Historv

Thoughts
In Season

II 4 CycIe twin,
energyaseng dry
sulat4on in beck sic
panel • Short We
food disposer 111
bnish treenor
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Danny M. Dunn's House Buyers Looking For
Electric
Space, Energy Efficiency
Licensed
COMMer,

or

& ReSidefltiO1

Coll 436-2372
Muir

************ ere**************Ir

**

For 011 your Travel ReservotiOnS Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
representing

American and International Traveltime
****************************

By IAA:LSE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Looking for a house So
are thousands of other
Americans and a recent
report by a builders' group
indicates that what buyers
are looking for is more
space, energy efficiency and
a better neighborhood.
The National Association
of Home Builders surveyed
several groups of new home
buyers to find out what they
wanted in their houses and to
put together a profile of a
typical buyer.
The association said the
the median size of the new
homes purchased by those
questioned was 1,886 square

-

_MatN

reel, must of those surticy ed restrictions dINI the trend
said they would have prefer- toward later marriages,
red a bigger house. Only 12 single women comprise one
percent of the people polled of the fastest growing
said they would be willing to segments of the homelive in a smaller house than buying market '
they had now, although more
More than half of the
than half said they would ac- hoinebuying
households
cept an expandable home -- surveyed — 54'z percent —
with part of the living space had at least two wage
left unfinished
in order to earners. Sixty-eight percent
save money on initial hous- of the households buying a
ing costs.
home for the first time had
Sixty percent of those two incomes.
questioned said energyAbout two-thirds of the
saving features were an im- people surveyed had owned
portant factor iil choosing their own homes before and
their home; about the same just under half of the buyers
number said they would be used equity from the sale of
• 'very willing" to spend $500 a previous house for the
for extra insulation. Almost down payment on their new
half of those questioned — 45 residence.
percent — said they would be
BAD ROADS COSTLY
'very willing" to pay $1,200
to $1,500 for storm or therWASHINGTON AP) —
Bad roads caused nearly 4
mal pane windows.
The builders' association million accidents in the
report indicated that United States last year, achomeowners are taking their cording to The Road Inforown steps to save on fuel mation Program, a noncosts. More than nine out of profit, highway research and
every 10 people questioned information agency.
TRIP estimates roadsaid they' turned down their
thermostats in winter; about related accidents cost
six in 10 said they used less American motorists $8.4
air conditioning in summer. billion each year in hospital
Most homebuyers said and survivor payments, prothey had several reasons for perty damage and loss of
choosing the house they did. personal productivity.
The most common reasons
were "style," cited by 64
50%
percent of those questioned,
and "price," mentioned by
54 percent of the people polled.
Why did families pick a
particular place to buy? Just
under half of those questioned said they wanted -a better neighborhood." About
me-third said the most important thing was being
(-lose to their jobs.
The builders' group, based
on a 1980 poll of 2,177
families who bought new
The nee—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper cophouses in 1978 and 1979, said
ier
compares lo equipment costthe typical homebuyer had a
ing 50% more
median income of $27,000.
The 990 has all of the most
wanted' features of machmes
The dollar figure would be
costing 50% more—including
higher today.) The head of
Int versatility to make 11' a 17'
Copies Copy on both Sides of
household was 33 years old.
paper, and use most any kind
Almost 62 percent of those
al paper including overhead
questioned were married,
i'a^sPrenOes and labels
with children. About 30 percent were married couples
without children. Single people were the smallest group
116 NORTH 7TH
of homebuyers, but the
builders' association said:
MAYFIELD
247-5912
-With the easing of credit

Why pay
more for a
copier than
you need to!

Spring Clearance
Sale
On All Light Fixtures

50-75% Off
(Maidng Room For Thomas Light Rxtures)

PICKEN
SUPPLY

We're reducing
heating/cooling bills
all over town!

All Merchandise Sold At
DISCOUNT Prices

753-6822

901 Arcadia

DOWN TO EARTH
VALUES
$10 per horsepower
off John Deere
Lawn or Lawn and
Garden Tractors

If you've always wanted a John Deere Tractor, your
time has come! Every lawn tractor or lawn and
garden tractor is on sale now. The savings are
based on $10 per horsepower off. So. if you buy a
16-hp lawn and garden tractor, you save $160
and so on. Be sure to ask us about the other
special offers available, with savings to $50 on
walk-behind mowers. tillers, high-pressure
washers and more. Hurry, all offers end May 31

200 E. Main

753-8201

PLUSH VALUE

Chances are, our GE Executive
Weathertron heat pump/air
conditioner can save energy
dollars for you.

IMPOSSIBLE
PLUSH
CARPETING

How does it work"
Simple A heat pump
doesn't make haat It
moves heat' In bum
mer, it works Just like
an air conditioner.
pulling heat out of
your-Dome.-In winter,
Make it a
It reverses, and pulls
Perfect GE Day
heat from outdoor air
with the WR aeries
into your home ( even
17 58 000 BTUH
at cold winter temperatures) With this GE high-efficiency model
the same unit keeps you cool all summer,warm
all winter, and can save energy dollars, too.

Only

79

Use it by itself,
or add it to your
present fur nace.
Whichever saves

-11-cr-42.43-141--t-

sq. yd.
while quantities last

more,

ig Deluxe 208 Cu. it no-frost refrigerator freezer in Adjustable grass cabinet shelves M
Energy-saver switch IN
Adjustable door bins
Reversible doors MI See-Ihru meat keeper
CrisperS, dairy bins M Rolls out-on-wheels
Mode' CIF2,Ga

America's No 1 selling heat
Naturally when the
weather's extra-cold, pump Cools in summer
Heats in winter
you'll need some
extra heat That's why you can buy this GE
heat pump two ways — With supplemental
electric heaters built-in
or save money, by
attaching the heat pump to your present
forced air furnace It doesn't matter what fuel
your furnace uses — gas, oil, propane or
electric

42 oz. Nylon
Similar characteristics as our
$14.79 sq. yd. 12 oz. carpet
Shipping, cushion end installation extra

$50
CASH
REFUND NOW!

Let Soars arrange expert installation

There are lots of ways you can save with a
General Electric Executive Weathertron •
heat pump
But the easiest way is to buy
NOW, If you install this new GE heat pump
before our crews are busy. GE will send you
a $50 cash refund_ (To qualify. installation
must be in a current residence, between
now and May 1. 1981)
A great way to
start the year off
saving.

+.13
,
141-6:ri-n±
•4 Cycle built-in dishwasher xerh
energyeanng dry cycle II Sound insulation on beck, sides, top, and hoot
panel• Sncet Wearrevcie • Soft
ticks dispose,• Poccelein 'name(

+fiTteXrin±
•DO" Self-c*ening oven-range win
plug•in Celrode surtabe heating units
• Auforneic oven tenor•Surface
unit "ON" lights•Lift-on black glass
deer•Fiernovable tr,m rings/pans
Model ne739:14

•Ouahty 2 speed washer•Perrnahen! Press and Knits/Del icales cycles
S•Bleach
•3 Water level seleCtire,
0,spenser•Matching dryer with up

io 90 minute timer U UP 90,9 filler•
Porcelain enamel linrsh ert.rrn

Call today fora het;
home energy analysis.

SAVE s100PAIR
lest 599
SAVE'SO pms289 SAVE S75 pa469
•

Randy Thornton

West Ky. Appliance

Commericial-Reskiential

',us!, Inter ,rr

rf,-dro HDarterl

•Nr Ye.

VIY•00.6

P,•• oal•

Sales—Service—Parts
641 N. Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478

erfrrri•

Heating Et Air
Conditioning
Service Co.
Lee/anew. Goaaramood

802 Chtsetniut-Muirray
Most merrhancbse
foe pick-up widen a few days

753-4832
7$3-2310

vow Medway Owe

Sears

siEt AIR SHOPPING CTR
111104411
hAltGOINNUCIt AMC CO
PAS

raaaratio•-•
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Murray State Even Series With Iowa, 15-3
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Boone, Breds Already In Sight Of Records
It has taken him only 18
games in his first season as a
college baseball player. but
Murray State freshman Clay
Boone is already within
three home runs of the
Thoroughbreds' individual
season record 01 11. which is
shared by three former MSU
players
In yesterday's 15-3 romp
by Murray over Iowa to even
their series at a game
apiece. Boone left no doubt
about a couple more shots
over the fence to bring his

season total to eight and
move ahead of teammates
Lee Hutson and Darrel
White, who have six apiece.
The power-laden Breds
have also moved within just
nine home runs of the team's
season record of 40.
Giving the Breit their fifth
game in which they have had
three or more home runs this
year, Gary Blame beame
the fourth MSU player with
at least five while Ronnie
Scheer added his second as
Iowa pitchers were belted

for 16 hits.
After going six uuungs and
allowing just three hits and
no walks, Doug Rice brought
his season record to 2-1 with
a seven-inning stint that produced six strikeouts. Darrell
Graves finished the last two
innings, in which he allowed
only one hit.
Murray capitalized early
on Iowa's erratic fielding,
which resulted in eight errors during the game.
Scott Peck led off the MSU
first inning with a double and

scored on an overthrow by
the Iowa second baseman. A
two-out double by Hutson
and a single by White gave
MSU a 2-0 lead
In the third, Hutson reached base on an error by the
shortstop and went to third
on a groundout by White.
After Hutson scored on a
fielder's choice, Blaine came
home on another error.
While the Breds were staking Rice to the early lead,
Boone put the padding on it
in the fifth and sixth innings

when he had his three-run liner off the centerfielder's
and two-run homers, respec- glove in the eighth inning.
tively.
Murray, now 11-7, will
After his first one in the fif- again play Iowa today in a
th, Boone was followed by doubleheader beginning at 1
Scheer's solo home run. It p.m. Murray High products
was the second time this Brad Taylor and Alan Gibbs
season that Murray has had will get the starting nods for
back-to-back home runs in a the Breds.
game.
ions
0000003ot, 3 7
After Iowa reached, Rice
for its only three runs of the
game, Blaine
brought
another MSU home run show
to a close with his two-run

MSU
2O204206 1516 1
Aaron Jarns, Jeff Ott si, David
Bagel i i, Sieve Oglesby
and Dick
Toren' Doug Rice, Darrell Graves it
and Jeff Oakley 213 Scott Peck 11111.
Lee Hutson i 1M FIR - Clay Boone
'Mi 2, Ronnie SI. tirer Mi. Gary
Blaine 1M)

NB
to

z-Plidadel
s-Batton
1-New Yi
Warsaw:to
New Jen

y-Milwaut
s-Chicigo

HOLDING ON — AiSU third baseman Scott Peck
shows he still has the ball after making the putout in a
collision on the basepath.

Atlanta
Cleveland
Debar

1

Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

Goins Tops Girls'
AP All-State Team

a.

Working His First Day On The Job
NEW MSU HEAD FOOTBALL COACH FRANK
BEAMER covered new ground as the Racers opened
spring football practice yesterday. Beamer replaced

Mike Gottfried, who took the head coaching position
at Cincinnati.
Staff Photos By David

Hbbitts

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I API —
Versatile forward Connie
Goins of Frankfort Western
Hills tops the list for the 198081 Associated Press girls'
all-state basketball team.
Goins led Franklin County
to the state tournament last
year and pulled the same
trick this year in helping
first-year school Western
Hills capture the llth Region
title.
Also named to the first
team were forward Clemmette Haskins of Warren
Central, center Lillie Mason
of Olmstead and guards Lori
Hines of Pulaski County and
Cindi Clay of Clark County.
Selected to the second
team were Clark County's
Sally Malley and Louisville
Thomas Jefferson's Kathy

Henry at guard, Clark
County's Velma Jordan at
center and Paris' Jennie
Redwine and Franklin
County's Sally Zimmerman
at forward.
The teams were compiled
from votes by sportswriters
and sportscasters from
across the state.
Goins, a 5-foot-10 junior,
averaged 23.5 points and 11.5
rebounds a game for the
fifth -ranked
Lady
Wolverines this year. She is
noted for her clutch play, but
Western Hills Coach Harold
Miller believes her intelligence is her biggest plus
on the court.
-She's pulled out quite a
few games for us," said
Miller. "She's the most consistent player we have,"

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
INTERCOLLEGIATE

v•San Ant
Houston
Kansas Cr
Den,er
Utah
Dallas

it-Phoenix
1-1 as Mg
x-Portland
Golden SL
San Diego
Seattle
y <Untied
xviinched

No games
•
Baton at
Detroit at
New Jerse
Houston at
Denver at
Cleveland
Kansas Cr,
Seattle at
Golden Rat
Phew= at

NHI

Cs

NY Lvlann
Philadelphia
Calgary
NY Rang*
Washington
n-St Louis
Chicago
Vancouver
Edmonton
Cokrado
Warspeg
hicetreal
foe Angele
Pittsburgh
Hartfcesil
Detroit
A
Buffalo
Barton
Minnesota
Qtrbec
Toronto
1-Cluinted

floral 7, E
Vancouver :
Warangton
Angela
New Volk I
Dans( at (

[.09

Floyd Wins In Playoff After 68
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PONTE VEDRA BEACH,
Fla.(AP — A couple of early season disappointments
were the spurs he needed,
Ray Floyd said, to send him
to two consecutive victories
and the biggest payoff in the
history of golf.
"In a way," Floyd said
after collecting 672,000 plus a
$250,000 bonus, for his
playoff triumph in the Tournament Players Championship Monday, "it was like
young fellow out here.
Maybe the first time he's in
position to win a tournament, it gets away from him.
Maybe the second time it
gets away, too. Then, maybe
on the third time, he grasps
it
Floyd let a couple get
away in California, then
reaped a massive harvest
when the PGA Tour reached
Florida.
A week ago the 38-year-old
veteran, a former Masters
and PGA champion, scored
his 13th career victory in the
Dora I-Eastern Open.
Then, in the day-late windup of the storm-delayed
championship of golf's tournament players, he came
from six shots back with a
no-bogey 68, tied Barry
Jaecicel and Curtis Strange
for the top spot at 285 and
won the sudden death playoff

with a par on the first extra
"I don't feel like I lost the round of golf. I have no
hole.
tournament," said Jaeckel. regrets. I'll have a couple of
The first prize from the "I feel like a great player drinks tonight and get down
total purse of $440,000 was won it with one helluva the road smiling."
$72,000. In addition, there
...lila Ilk
was a bonus of $250,000 put
up by the sponsors of three
Florida tournaments for any
man able to win two of them
in a row.
Floyd did it. He won his
14th career title with a onefoot par-saving putt on the
playoff hole. Both Strange
NOW OFFERS
and Jaeck el missed the
green, and each failed on a 5to-6-foot par putt.
Floyd, who said he hadn't
really thought much about
his one-footer, suddenly was
faced with 12 inches of real
•Brakes•Shocks•
estate to rover for a total of
All General
$322,000.
"All of a sudden the cash
Auto
Repair
register started ringing and
I had to back off and think ovvvvv*
•4owamimmiginewi
---•saiatagataawswainirsiar
about it a little," Floyd said.
He tapped it in on the
green still wet from the inch
of rain dumped on the tough
Sawgrass links by the
thunderstorms that washed
Free 12 Point Inspection With
out Sunday's play.
"I'd by lying if I said I
All Service Jobs
wasn't thinking about the
Please Come See Us
money," Floyd said. "But
For Your Auto Needs
coming back and defending
my title in Doral, then winong two tournaments back to
back — that's something I've
Service Station
never done before — that's
200
St.
753-1921
reward enough for me. The
monetary reward is just icing on the cake."

Hendon's
Service
Station

Full Auto Repairs
And Service
•Tune-Up•

Full Time
Mechanic Now
On Duty

_

March 26,27 El 28
Thurs.,Fri., LI Sat.
7:30 p.m. Nitely
West Ky.
Expo Center
THURSDAY
TICKET PRICES
Adult
$3.50
Student
$2 50
Children
$1.50
FRIDAY
TICKET PRICES
Adult
$4.50
Student .
$3 50
r.hildren .
$2.50

Hendon's

For More Information Call 753-8890

*if
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Wins Over West Virginia, Purdue Put Them In NIT Final

SPORTS AT A GLANCE r
ran

Sports In Brief
TENN Ls
MI AN Ital.', AP
0 otor Amay a
oral 39s0ert3 ,r,t9Ilturnit..1 Jain Nedri
5-2 ti a first r3,3,1 11.13h Jt tr.
$21111,000 *11
lerula 13.-9A
anent
In other first round matches. Tun
Gullikaon beat Lelia° Franidovo 01
Y eastern., 4-6. 6-4. 7.6. Bill Scani.
eliminated Chnstophe Roger-Vase.
of France. 6-2, 6-2, Butch Welts
defeated Jean Francois Causolle of
France. 6-3. 6-2. Italian Gianni there'spo beat Tim Maureen 6-4, 6-2. Tomas
Saud of Czectroalovakaa. defeated Britain
Richard Lewis 6-3, 6-0. NV
veteran Stan Smith defeated sixthli
seeded Bob Wts his regular double,
partner.6-3,6-2.
SINDELFINGEN, Meg Germans
1AP r Nick Saviario defeated South
Almon Kevin Curren 3-4, 6-4. 6-2 in the
first round of a $75990 indoor teams
,.tr natnen..
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NBA Standings
Bs The Asorided PRIM
Eastern Carders/re
Allan& Devlin
W I.
PsI, GB
s-Phaladelplua
60 19
759 x-Bielon
59 19
756
s.New York
44 .10
615 I I'
Waslungton
36 42
462 23',
Now Jersey
24 54
.304 IS.
Caving DMA=
-Milwaukee
57 72
722 '44.3iaigo
42 37
Sta 15
x-Iretana
42 37
.532 15
Atlanta
30 48
.1a5 26':
llevehind
26 50
359 28',
laArtat
20 56
256 16',
Sealers Canines<
Midwest Divans
sSan Antonio
50 28
641
Houston
37 41
.444 13
Kansas City
37 41
474 1.1
Denver
34 44
436 16
Utah
27 51
346 23
Dallas
14 64
179 36
Paddle Whim
it:Pharr=
56 7.1
705
x-I as Angeles
52 26
667 3
x-Portland
41 37
.526 14
Golden State
36 40
487 17
San Diego
35 43
449 20
Seattle
33 45
411 22
ystirrhed dvason title
salmi-hid playoff teeth
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
'Paredes's Gimes
Boston at Neu York
Drama at Atlanta
New Jersey at Milwaukee
Host. at Dallas
Denver FA So Antonia
Cleveland at Chews.°
Kansas Crty at Utah
Seattle at San Diego
Golden State at Las Angeles
Phoenix it Portland

In other matches Klas Ktierhard iii
West Gemaany beat Lank Sanders of
Holland, 7-5, 0-6 6-4. Jan barbs. k, of
Sweden. beat Peer Feigl of A Wall/ 62. 6-4. and John F'dxgereld of
Australia, eliminated Danur Keretai
of West Germany.6-3.6-7.6-2
BASKETBALL
NEW 01111 APi
Michael Hay
Bala rdson was named National
Basketball Association player of the
week for the penal ending March 72
atardaun a 6-1.4-5 guard led the
Knicks to an unbeaten week In New
York s loaf V ICtUf10,. he scored 101
waits .1301 612 mm the field. hit Its
oi 10 00'00-000-0 attempts. grabbed 31
rebounds and had 4:1 assists
HOCKEY
NEW YORK AP) - Wayne Gretaky
a the FAmonton Oilers, seemingly
headed for a National Has-key Leaigue
record for points in one season, was
named as the league's player of the
week for third tone this season
(intik,. M. had two goals and It
assists in four games last week as lw
closed in on Phil Esposito's singleseason point mark 01 152. set in 1970.71
Greteky . the NH I. May er of the month
for January. ended the week with 145
points
The Oilers registered two wins and
two ties for the week
OLYMPICS
LAUSANNE, Switzerland AP The International Ott maw l'ornmittee
and the -Chinese Taipei Olympic
Corrunittee- signed an agreement entitling Taiwan to partio pate in future
Olympic Games
A terse, seven-line communique said
the two sides based on the latest
amended version of the Olympic
Charter
are agreed on the name.
flag and emblem of the Chinese Taipei
Olympic Committee
According to this agreement, the
Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee is
entitled to participate in future Olympic Games, as well as other activities
sponsored by the IOC, like every national Olympic Committee with the
Sall le status and the same rights"
The agreement was signed by IOC
President Juan Antonio Sanaa ranch of
Spain and Shen Chia-Mang. chairman
of the renamed Taiwan committee
GENERAL

Syracuse,Tulsa Solving Identity Crises

Bowling
Standings
Caller or Dollar
March M, 1981
Team
W
[say Strikes
63's
Cs Getters
56
Paradise Kennels
56
Phillips Fishing Guide
52rx
Ross Insurance
. 5Osi
Knacker Knockers
45
Lady Generals
43N
Public Ice Service
22
HIGH TEAM GAME(IC)
Phials Pahang Guide
Go Getters
lanky Strikes
HIGH TEAM GAME I HC,
lady Generals
Phillips Fishing Garde
lucky Strikes
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Phillips Fishing Guide
!arty Strikes
Go Getters
HIGH TEAM SERIES INC,
Lady Generals..
Phillips Pahang Guide
1.isky Strikes
HIGH mu.GAME!SC)
Jean Phillips
Lots Srruth
Ann Green
HIGH IND. GAME )HC
Jean Phillips
Peggy Shoemaker
Sally Sawyer
HIGH IND.SERIES(9C)
Jean Mullins
Lois Smith
Pat Hesselrode
HIGH IND.SERIES(KC)
Jean Philbps
Peggy Shoemaker
Evelyn Burke.
HIGH AVERAGES
Pat Hesselrode
Loa Smith
Mary Hams
Ann Green
Hilda Bennett
Sue Lax
Jean Phillips
s
Nancy Todd
Kay Garland
Mary Routt
Jean Bland

L
M‘s
44
44
405a
55
51161
38
586
Sib
549
790
750
Ill

By ALEX SAMARE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK LAPI Syracuse and iNdsa, two
teams with identity crises,
are solving them in the National Invitation Tournament.
Syracuse, snubbed by the
NCAA selection committee,
advanced to the final of the
44th NIT with a gritty. 70-63
victory over Purdue Monday
night. In the opener of the
semifinal doubleheader,

NM
IMO
1108
121011
2163
2293
209
185
164

before e crowd of 14,995 at
Madison Square Garden,
unheralded Tulsa edged
West Virginia 89-87
Syracuse, 22-11, will face
Tulsa, 25-7, for the title
Wednesday night after Purdue, 20-11, meets West
Virginia, 23-9, in a consolation game
Syracuse labored through
e mediocre 15-11 regular
season, then won the Big
East Conference tourney only to be snubbed by the

Terry Completes
Career At Martin

MARTIN, Tenn. - Three
years in high school was all
the experience that Anita
Terry could claime before
540
525 becoming a Lady Pacer.
499 Terry,
5-foot-10 senior for651 ward, played her last game
637
for the University of Ten617
nessee at Martin in a 71-41
171 loss
to UT-Knoxville in the
171
tournament on
159 state
153 February
26.
151
Terry, a Kentucky native,
1
4
.2
7 played at
Carlisle County
ANITA TERRY
High School under coach Bob
11411
4
137 Petrie.
Her limited high
"Anita's representation of
137
school experience was due to The University of Tennessee
the banning of basketball in at Martin on the basketball
PLATE VEDRA BEACH, Eta r API - the state by the Kentucky court, in the classroom and
Final worts and money-winnings Markey High
School Athletic in her everyday associations
in the 1440,003 Toarament Players
Association following an ac- have, in my judgment, been
BIRMINGHAM, England 'API
(Thamparatuta an Ste 7,C00 yard, par 72
Former world motorcycle champion
Sawgrass golf brim ism melden death cident during a game in the pure All-American," said
Mike Hslwood of Britain died of inniataff
pioneer era of the sport. The Giles.
juries suffered in a weekend car crash
172,000
72-74-7t-f4-in who h his 9-year-old daughter was 74-Flot MO,
sport was reinstated by the
Guitar. St aa,„ 35,203
In her career as a Lady
72.72-71a-265
killed
Barr, Jacek* :maw 4970-7274-M5 KIISAA in the mid 1970's
Pacer, Anita played in 83
A spokesman at Birmingham At cc
Miler Barter, 315.750
7248.6988-787 because
dent Hospital said Ha ilwoed, 40. died Jim
of
its
growing
in- games and averaged 9.1
Colbert, $15760
7860.89-71-M
as a result of severe head injuries
Bruce Le, $15,750 71.76.61171-287 terest and popularity in high points and 6.2 rebounds per
Ten tunes world motorcycle racing
Jim Simons, $15,758
7343673-73--287 schools and colleges across
champion, /Leawood won more than
game. Over her four years,
1.eonard Thompson, 131,200
1,000 races l0 21 years on the track He
the nation.
she shot 49 percent from the
71-76-72M--2138
retired in 1979 and started his own Gary
Hallberg, 811,31
Nadine Ge,arin, UTM's field and 58 percent from the
714172-72-2193
motorcycle business in Birmingham
Frank Corner, 1112013 74-72-70.72-2E6
pioneer in women's basket- free throw line.
lhan thalldorson $11,M0 70.70.74-74--293
ball, recruited Terry heavily
As a senior, Terry served
because of her height and as the lady Pacer captain.
Associated Presa
By The Associated Press
her excessive speed and She led the Lady Pacers by
Catriptell Conferenre
Monday% Games
By The Misdated Pres
Petal Division
Baltimore 9, Montreal 3
quickness.
BASEPAIL
hitting 11401 223 field goal at99 L T GF GA Pia
Tomato 12, PA:shush 6
Amelia= Inger
"Besides being an all- tempts for 51.1 percent. She
NY Islanders 43 17 13 377 241 99
Clicago Al.)5. Cinannab 4.11 swigs
BALTIMORE ORIOIES-Sent Larry
Philadelphui
basketball player, was second in rebounds with
40 22 13 305 739 93
Atlanta 7, New York
Jones, Don Welcher and Tom Rowe. pit- round
Calgary
37 21 13 304 264 87
Houston 3. Boston 2
chers, Dave Huppert, catcher, and John Anita is an outstanding stu- an average of 6.0
per game.
Y Rangers
27 34 13 293 306 67
Philadelphia 5.9.Lass 1
Shelbs outfielder, to their rraior league dent
academically," said
Washington
"Even though there have
22 33 18 261 297 62
Cleveland 6,Chicago 2
complex A Biscayne College for reassign&maw DMA=
Oakland 4, San Francisco 3
Gearin.
been plenty of ups and
NI Louis
43 15 16 328 252 102
Califcrrs II. Seattle 2
CHICAGO WHITE SOX -Optioned
The daughter of Rev, and downs, I have really enjoyed
Chicago
29 30 15 285 294 73
New York Ni.i7, las Angeles 6
Richard Barnes. alder, Randy Johnson
Vancouver
Mrs.
Johnny
27 29 18 262 271 72
Detroit 9. Llnannati r•J 2
W. Terry of being a Lady Pacer," Terry
outfielder,and Rick &Wisner,caliber to
Edmcnton
2430 15 233 313 63
Kansas(Sty 5. Texas 1
Edmmton ol the Pacific Crag League
Murray, Anita is a Business said. "During my four years
Ccicrodo
20 43 10 230 316 50
Tiseadm's Games,
Sent Nardi Cagreras and Beggs PatterAdministration major who is at UTM, the interest has
%%repel;
953 12 249 365 30
S.ELI= on Chicago ALI A Sarasota,
son, pitchers, and Jule, Perez and Rai
WilesCsference
Fla
Perry, infielders, to U1121I minor large planning a career as a really grown and I hope that
Norris Division
Pittslargh vs Detroit at Lakeland, Fla
complex for reassignment Released Torn business teacher and
coach. the community support will
Montreal
41 20 13 309 216 05
Atlanta m. New York AL ) at Fat
Janson Ad Dave lemarrryk. fetchers
Ins Angeles
39 23 12 310 269 90 Lauderdale, Fla
NEW YORK YANKEES-Sent Mite She also is planning to pur- continue."
Pittsburgh
28 14 11 282 319 67
Manesota vs. Halton A Cocoa, Fla.
Griffin, Meter, to Columbia of the Inter- sue a Masters in Business
"Anita has made a
Hartford
19 27 18 274 343 56
Toronto vs Mcntreal at West Palm
national league
Administration in the near tremendous contribution to
Detroit
19 37 16 231 304 54 Beach Fla.
Nadosil League
Adorns PAESI
N1,1 at
Boston vs. New York
PHILADELPHIA PHILL1ES-Sent future.
our program," said Martin
Buffalo
36 18 19 302 223 91 StPiterstarg,Fla.
Mark Dents,pitcher, to time minor league
"I chose
UT-Martin coach Judy Southard.
Benton
2527 12 38e 256 82
Ice Angeles vs Canary-Si at TAnpa, camp for segment.
Minnesota
of the high "Because of her dedication
32 25 17 267 243 81 Fla.
PTTISBIJRGH PIRAMS-Deagnated because
Quebec
2730 17 290 MI 71
°addend vs Mivraultee at has City. Santo Alcala, Angel Bars, Bob lam. academic reputation
of, the and efforts, our program is
Toronto
2236 13 297 346 63 Ara.
Dale Manna: and &eve Etntt, pitchers.
itaainched Anson title
well on its way to becoming a
San Franca. vs Cleveland at Tarns. Doug Fl-obel and Eddie Vargas, first university," said Anita.
Mmilay's Gaines
Arm
Bettye
Giles, women's winner."
basemen, Adalbert Ortaz, catcher, and
Fkatai 7, Edmonton 2
Cturago iNLI vs San Diego at Yuma. Jose Rodriguez, outfielder, fa- reasagn
athletic director at Martin,
Vancoiser 1, Quebec 3. tie
Anz
merit
considers Terry' to be one of
Tieedry's Games
Seattle vs. Caliarea A Palm Springs
FOOTBALL
Washington A Phdadelphia
Calif
the finest young women ever
Natlisil Footled Less
tan Angeles at Mmisota
Philadelphia vs. Baltimore A Mune
C1EVELAND BROWNS-Named Paul
to wear a Lady Pacer
New York Islanders A 51.1.outs
Texas vs Kama City at Bayamon
Warfield mutant to the presdent in the
Detroit at Colorado
Puerto RIM
uniform.
Browns'administrative office.

NHL Standings

Exhibition Scores

257
221
224

NLAA Selet:Uuo committer

And when the Orangemen
won their first three NIT
games, the critics were to
quick to point out that all six
postseason wins had come on
Syracuse's home court, the
26,000-seat Carrier Dome.
"A lot of people said we
were winning only became
of the home-court advantage
and playing before all our
fans," said Syracuse guard
Ench Santifer. But we've
been playing great ball.
We're glaying as well as
anyone in the country home or away."
But leaving their borne
floor
almost
proved
disastrous
for
the
Orangemen. Coach Jim
Boeheim ran his players
through a short workout
Monday morning so they
could adjust to the Garden's
wooden floor - Syracuse
plays on a harder, springier

artificial surface at home and it almost cost them their
center, 7-foot senior Dan
Schayes.
Schayes stepped on a ball
during the workout and
sprained his left ankle. He
limped
noticeably
throughout the Purdue game
and often trailed the other
players on the transition, yet
he came through with some
Clutch play down the stretch
to help the Orangemen pull
away.
"He's a blue-chipper and
blue-chippers have to learn
to play with pain," said Its
proud father, former NBA
great Dolph Schayes.
"Danny was only half a
player out there, but we
needed him and he did the
job," said Boeheim. "We
went to a zone defense to protect him because he couldn't
keep up with his man one-onone. But we needed him in

the middle '
Schayes played the entire
second halt and finished with
nine points and four rebounds But he had three
points, two rebounds, an
assist and a blocked shot in
the final minute to help nail
down the victory.
Leo Rautins led Syracu.se
with 19 points and 11 rebounds, Santifer added 18
points and Tony Bruin
scored 16 before fouling out
with 255 to go. Santifer,
Rautms and Schayes each
hit tie-breaking baskets
down the stretch, Schayes
putting the Orangemen
ahead to stay 6341 with a
basket from th. low post
with one minute left.
Forward Mike Scearce led
Purdue with 18 points and 13
rebounds.
"It was a heartbreaker,"
said Purdue Coach Gene
Keady.
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Try This Week's Special

Final TPC Scores

100% Grairad Rae

1 Patties
-ORPURPLE HULL

PEAS

20 LB BOX $

429

•

Sides Of Choice Beef
S 1 30
Guaranteed Tender
I

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St.

Hours- 717° 5,00 Mon

700 12 00 Sat

Fri

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray
e,
4. %Net.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
N•%%

FINAL MARKDOWN

Mr.Gafti's
Presents
the
1981

Eggstravaganza
Due to the
success
of last year,
Mr. Gatti's is
again giving
away this Giant Easter Bunny. . .
Free Pizza and Other Prizes In
Celebration of Easter.
Come On In and Receive Your Coupon,

Everybody's A Winner!
No Purchase Required

ALL WARMUPS 40% OFF
Good Selection in all sizes and colors
for men and women
Pka‘a°5
NSe s
O0

S

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

753-6656

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest

%

225Lb.th325Lb

Transactions

804 Chestnut

1 4 Lb. Box $2
058

Court Casual
Winning Ways
Jaguar

Todd
Wilson
Jelenck
Ultra Sport
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Increase Of Teenagers' Job Opportunities Sought

Minimum Wage Lowering Considered

Regent...-

By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Writer

p.

_

(Continued From Page 11
cassions between the Feb. 7 and Feb.
21 regents session. The first meeting,
Sunday, Feb. 8, was to inform Curris
,rf the discussions at the board
meeting the day before, Christopher
said.
He said he discussed a -compromise" with Curris at a meeting
Feb. 12. The compromise was apparently a request that Curris consider voluntarily resigning from the
presidency. according to testimony.
The other meeting between
Christopher and Curris occurred Feb.
16 at which Curris again indicated he
'was not interested in a compromise," Christopher said.
Under questioning from defense attorney Gary Haverstock, Carneal said
today that he and board members
Charles Howard. Sara Page and Ed
Settle met with Dr. Curtis in Wells
Hall prior to the March 14 meeting of
the board at which eight charges were
dropped and three others added
against Corns. He said it was just a
"coincidence" that they all arrived at
the Wells Hall early and that any
member of the board could have sat
down with them.
It was expected that the remaining
members of the board would be called
to testify later today.
Attorneys for the regents have asked that all 10 members be examined to
determine their "legal bias" in the
dispute with Clirris. Judge J. Paul
Keith Jr. said he would rule on that request after the five regents challenged by Curris had been questioned. '
Woodall said Monday the discussions he had had with other regents

WASHINGTON i AP — A
Senate subcommittee,trying
to increase job opportunities
for teen-agers, is considering bills that would lower the
minimum wage for them.
The Reagan administration is behind the general
idea but is not backing a
specific proposal

prior to the Feb. 7 meeting were that
they were "concerned as to the
leadership,and that changes had to be
made," but riot "necessarily a change
in the person holding office."
Woodall did not say whether the
regents had asked Curris to resign,
but Clark said the consensus of the
board at the Feb. 7 meeting had been
that Curris should "be given an opportunity to resign."
All of the five regents Curtis' suit is
seeking to bar from the hearing
testified they he had no personal
animosity against Curris, and could
listen to the charges against Curris
and vote objectively.
The testimony did not deal with
details of the charges against Corns.
Judge Keith Jr. ruled that the court
hearing could remain open only as
long as specifics of the charges were
not discussed.
Curris, who has not made the
charges public, was challenged in a
weekend statement by the regents to
do so.
The statement, by attorneys for the
board, said the board had a policy 'of
not disclosing the pending charges in
order to preserve the confidentiality'
of the charges until such time as
President Curtis elects to disclose
them to the public.
"However the board has never objected to President Curris disclosing
the charges to the public," the statement said.
Curris said he would reveal the
charges before the scheduled Saturday board hearing, but not before the
Circuit Court action in the case was
resolved.

Reagan Will Seek
Voluntary Japanese
Auto Import Restrictions
WASHINGTON
AP) —
President Reagan, trying to
balance calls for mandatory
auto import curbs against
fears of sparking a trade
war, will seek voluntary
restrictions on Japanese
auto shipments to United
States, an administration
source says.
The president was meeting
today with people on both
sides of the equation — first
with Sen. John Danforth, RMo., author of legislation
proposing mandatory controls, and then with
Japanese Foreign Minister
Masayoshi Ito.
Although he did not use the
term trade war, Ito hinted
Monday that stern U.S. action on the matter could have
worldwide economic implications.
In any case, an administration source said
Monday that Reagan has
already made up his mind to
take the middle-of-the-road
approach and seek voluntary
curbs.
The official, who asked not
to be identifed, added that
Reagan recognizes Japanese
sensitivities and plans to
broach his voluntary limit
proposal as a suggestion, not
as a demand.
-One thing you will not see

'80
ihaekTRS
COMPUTERS
A

St in Features,Performance,Price!
TRS-80 MODEL III

Compact Integrated Design
With Built-In 12' Monitor
Fits Easily on a Desktop
Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
to Choose From, Or Write Your
Own Proms For Business 8
Personal Use

Mining Institute
Will Hold Seminar

Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
and 2 Disk Drives

PRESTONSBURG, Ky.
— The Big SandyElkhorn Mining Institute
will hold its fourth annual
From
coal mining seminar April 9
and April 10 at Jenny Wiley
RADIO SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
State Park in Prestonsburg.
TO FIT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000.
The seminar will review
current coal industry proAVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES,COMPUTER CENTERS
blems, recent mining regulaAND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS,
tions and their effect on the
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES mining community.
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
The Perfect Starter Computer
That Grows with Your Needs

$999

N-7

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE!

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 3-24 through 3-31

Smucker's

rape Jelly
29

Potatoes
$276
Lynn Grove Large

Nabisco

Eggs

Crackers

C
69

Doz.69

1 Lb. Box

Channin

U
-

Instant Tea

Tissue

986

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
ri - at

1

the proportion of
unemployed
teenage
members of minority groups
frequently approaches 30
percent.
Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla.,
subcommittee chairman,
said in a statement for the
opening of two days of hearings that youth unemployment "has become a national burden of unparalled
magnitude, and this jobless
rate continues its alarming
rise every year
cities,

1 Corrections & Amplifications
Two Murray High School students who were missing
from the French National Exam photo printed Monday
were left out of the cutline according to information supplied to the newspaper. They are Claire Bell and
Michelle Kupchella, French II,
The Murray Ledger & Times Ines to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in nests articles,
That is the purpose of this column To report an error or need lot
clarification please call 753-1915

Does God
gofishing
on Sunday?
Of course. He's also on the golf course. And He's in church, too.
God is wherever we want Him to be when we need Him. Can
you say the same? Are you available when He needs you?
We often hear people siy, "I can find God out there on thc
lake quicker than in a stuffy old church." But how often does a
fisherman search for God once the fish start biting? He's
there, but have you really looked for Him or talked with Him
out there/ Maybe you were too busy changing that purple
worm to a spinner bait.
To relate to God,to really feel his presence and the meaning
of the comrnunity of faith, it's necessary to build the proper atmosphere and state of mind. Let's face it, on the lake or on the
golf course we're just too preoccupied to seek God out.
Church is the place for true communion with God. At the
Christian Church Disciples of Christ we have communion
services every Sunday and we invite you to join us and share
this experience with us.
God will be there. Will you?

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

Manufacturer's Sale We're Back Again!
WHOLESALE WOMEN'S FASHIONS
475)
7;
• *1-•'-;

2 DAYS ONLY
MARCH 27th AND 28TH
FRIDAY 9 A.M. to 7 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M. To 5 P.M.

•

AT THE HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM MURRAY, KY.

Bali•Catalira•Daffy•Sea Maiden & Much More
Rec S44.00 NOW S14 99-15.99
Reg.
LEVI JEANS FOR GALS
CALIFORNIA-SUPER
STRAIGHT

Reg.

SALE
OXFORD 8. LACE
BLOUSES

28.00

SALE

22.00

9.99

COLLAGE 8. FRITZI
12.00
BRAND TOPS

4.99

18.99

LADY ARROW BRAND
SHORT SLEEVE BLOUSES 24.00 12.99
C

4 Rell Pkgs.

3 Oz.

Coca-Cola
Tab or
Sprite

president a first Ilk days,
Budget Director David A.
Stockman suggested that
proposals sure to antagonize
organized labor, such as exemptions from the minimum
wage for teen-agers, be
deferred.
Nineteen percent of all
teenagers looking for work
— about 1.6 million
youngsters — cannot find a
job. Thirty-five percent of
those are members of
minority groups. In large

SWIMSUITS•SWIMSUITPSWIMSUITS•SINIMSUITS

Lb.

C

is Reagan using a blunt club
to deal with the Japanese,"
he said. "They react very
poorly to that."
In addition to warnings
that a harsh approach, such
as mandatory controls,
might well result in a trade
war with Japan, many in the
Reagan administration were
reluctant to depart from the
basic free-trade concept that
is so much a part of
general
Reagan's
philosophy.
The administration source
said no agreement on the
issue would be reached during Ito's visit here.
"The road to a solution
may well be when he returns
home," the official said.
"Don't expect him to walk
out and say,'It's solved."
Ito, after meetings Monday with Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr. and
special trade representative
William Brock, said import
curbs could revive the kind
of economic conditions
which existed in the 1930s.
Given the major role the
United States plays in the
world economy, he said, protectionist measures -would
have repercussions not only
regionally in such parts of
the world as Europe, but it
also is conceivable that the
impact would not be limited
simply to automobilies."
Danforth, who heads the
Finance Committee's trade
subcommittee, has introduced legislation to limit
Japanese imports over three
years to 1.6 million cars annually, down from the 1980
level of 1.9 million.

nurunium" wage but not tu
endorse a specific plan,
Deputy White House press
secretary Karna Small said
Monday after President
Reagan discussed the subject with his top economic
advisers.
Reagan, a frequent critic
of the current law during his
campaign, has said a lower
figure for young people
would increase job opportunities for them, especially
in entry-level jobs.
"It's very valuable for a
young person to have a job,
any kind of a job, just to get
started," Ms. Small said.
beIrorJeanua
hery to
19:0, a year
k office,
Reagan said, "The
minimum wage has caused
more misery and unemployment than anything since the
Great Depression."
But in a blueprint for the

Up to 70% Off! j

D & T Warehouse Foods

20 Lb.

Business reception or
three bills being considered
today by a subcommittee of
the Labor and Human
Resources Committee was
lukewarm. Organized labor
was expected to oppose any
changes in the current
nummum of $3.35 per hour,
as it has in the past.
Labor Secretary Raymond
Donovan was instructed to
testify in favor of a "sub-

8 Pak
1601
Plus
Deposit

$ 48

LINEN WRAP SKIRTS

24.00 12.99

SASSON JEANS

DO NOT MISS THIS SPRING
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE

38.00 23.99

Supei
Exert
Features

from., op

Inatructlo

Opf

Moo

Sund

Across From Murray Drive-1n
'

II

HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM
MURRAY, KY.
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Buchanan's
Feed lit Seed
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o
n

BurpeeSeeds
Bulk Garden Seed
Seed Potatoes
'2000 Hundred Lbs.
21c Lb.

•
The King of Clubs
Its- ‘1
lira.St

Plant Bed Supplies
Plastic $1095 Roll

1(51) tlaS 1.1 4.01

bed acoomda
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The 611 Club Insurer you and your family.
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Garden Fertilizer
and Fertilizer Spreading

cvh

Hwy 641
753-1673

Cartridge
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Kennebeck — Red Pontiac
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FOOD
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Bankof
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Sugg. Retail
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Archway's
Lowest
Albums
Lowest
Stereo Equipment
ALL NAME BRAND
Prices
$19.95

No One Beats
Our Prices On
Name Brand
Equipment!

SALE PRICED
NOW AT:

- Morris Refrigeration
753-7205

JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER

Did You Know?

WE INSTALL WHAT WE SELL

VINYL

CARPETS
•Coronet
'World Carpets
'Trend
•Mohawk
•Cabin Craft
'Queen
•Columbus

* 1 5% Cash Discount *Complete Insurance &
On Prescriptions
Tax Records

* Emergency Service
Provided

'Armstrong
.GAF
•Congoleum
•Manmngton
•Kentile
•Azrock

St'
.
. , ,
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•4,n ,
1. A. tl. li
.
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.
.
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Locally Owned & Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

HOLLAND DRUGS
East Side Ct. Sq.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

'Z

%-it,„

-14*-11

JOE SMITH'S
. CARPET CENTER
753-6660

So. 4th

COME OUT AND BROWSE
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sttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE
$uest

Price
Good
Thru
Sunday!

Sale
$67°

rHOBBS

DISCOUNT SHOES
Spring Shoes
Arriving Weekly

Special
Sale
Wurlitzer
Console Pianos

Kathy M('GrewLadies' Name Brand FD's

-thi'Ogee of the kt'eck
a0

Samples Et Factory Returns

aoaaaaaraaaaaraaapaaaaaaaa

aism
..\(gReg 594 95

$699 Pair

Men's Shoes
Narne

Brand FD's it Factory Returns

Ladies Et Men's
Western Boots
Texas Et Acme

'30" Et Up
Children's Shoes
Dress Et Casual
t600

StraeSleae
oar

gsios
Superstar
Exercise Ilk.
Features mom duty welded steel
tame.speedometer,odometer and
Instruction booklet 815 106e

Open 9-9
Mon -Sol
Sunday 1-6

11FkkAarew••••••••••
9.
6

se'

free Movie Tickets

Awarded Weekly
Donated by Murroy
Theatres I

Central Shopping Center

Kathy is a graduate of MSt and
WI rks in the Art area 01 Creative
l'rinters. She stays busy with art
preparation.
duties and
stripping. Kathy is our
photographer in residence. Call
her at 753-2285 and-she will be
happy to help N'ou %vith your
next order.
Kathy and her,ixis live On
Route 5. Murray.

,!toter lone
I tne cahinetry 1r:edit
in oak of ironwood

Wurlitrer award
winning design staff

l's 1 hC

Men's Pro-Pacer Leather
Hi-Tops $24°°
Leather Pony Low-Tops
Now ShIpmont Every Niday-Open 12:00 Noon

$tsoo Sunsh,np
Gift Certificate
Von Clork•
eI,
925

s....

Murray

Hwy.641 N.

WURLITZE
-

y

Mc*
"
. "k
"
- 7012114.00
Fri. 1200-700
Set 1000-500
Amass from Mxisland
Center 1303 Chostnut

limier sound . because
urlitier uses .1 patented
soundhoard that pros ales
11101,! Kihratung area

Iradnion of 125 years
'or muut ianshipottl
craftsmanship are a parr
of each man, we build

CLAYTON'S
( JAB Music)

753-7575
9_9_12.1.11.JULti LLLLAO Itelaaaffettallee_e_e_LIA

I he lines!'
solid copper slatting'. are
used on the bass strings
tor a fuller. richer none
Three working. squeak less
pedals ei mool full sustain.
bass sustain and sith

DIXIELAND CENTER
Nk

Aut. or

114LithA6 ky
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aft IIMIsS. Ilirsday , Match it, 1961

Spring Has
Sprung

Touring
First Class

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

old Wing Interstate

L,

— 111
.a

Bel Air Shopping Center
his incredibly beautiful touring machine 1.,111t:
ully equipped: Air forks Air shocks Honda designed
airing. Adjustable seat Tubeless
fres The new 1085 cc engine
rovides more power you torque
verything you need
o feel at home on

PRICES GOOD WED. MARCH 25TH THEM TUES.111
MARCH 31ST.

' We Have
,New Spring
Uniforms
Arriving
Daily. Come
By and See
our Newest Selection
the • it

he road

• Low priced with
great gas mileage
• Lightweight and
good looking
• Electric starting

VOCLCA

PEPSI COLA
OR
7-UP
REG. 1.99

8 PK., 16 OZ.
PLUS DEPOSIT

. BASKETS ARE NATURALS
FOR SHOWING OFF PLANTS!
To complement potted plants_ To accessorize
your home Batches of baskets for every use.
Browse Pier Is basket case today

894

340/2

Piet 1 111111111,1s

416 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

BEL AIR SHoppwG CENTER

,
trIlWia MEW

I'

Model 833
Free-arm, stretch
stitch Stylist
F•
machine. ront
drop-in bobbin
and built-in blind
stitch.

AgRE tX?ERTS

SAVE
'SO"
Model 2001
The Touch-Tronic•
Memory machine.
27 stitch patterns at
the touch of a
picture.

Model 834
Free-arm, front
drop-in bobbin.
Built-in buttonholer. S Fashion'
and Flesi-Stitch•
patterns

SAVE
5150"

SAVE
560"
Maid 6105
Free-arm with 12
built-in Fashion'
and Fle=7*
patterns for
versatile sewing.

ir
(ONLY AT SINGER WHERE AMERICA
SHOPS FOR SEWING MACHINES

SAVE
54000

+••

Model 2000
The Touch-Tronic•
Memory machine.
One of the worlds
most advanced
sewing machines.

II

Where Sayings Is Always in tyle

Murra'9 Se itic, Center

SAVE
5120"

Bel Air Shopping Center
502-753-5323
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Plus 25.00
Free Fabric

T CUSTOM FITTING
FOR Yeti!

TIM RIGHT CHECKING ACCOUNT

PEOPLES

BANK

40

Es
SINGER

MURRAY/
HY.
"Where Banking is a lot more
than just Money"

Mi0Ovcre
Mea.4.• IDIC

ANNOUNCING

STEELEALLBRITTEN

Dine Ont...at home

Is Now The Factory Authorized

• ,

TAPPAN SERVICE
CENTER

/it
*

0

*

Sarnsontte

,

_

Catch The Early Bird Savings
Buy Now & Save

At Competitive
Prices
As Always At

Come See Our
Dee Cee Painters
Pants In New
Pastel Spring Colors

EARL LOVETT
With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
As A Tappan Serviceman.
W. News A (ornploto
Liao 04 Tupelo
Appliances

1
UsoOvr 21 Hr. Phones
Days
753-5311
Nights
351.6156
753.,,"

WI SIRVKIF All TAPPAN PROINIITS WHETHER
PVICNASED NMI OR NOT!

T

Just Arrived At:

With A Complete Line Of Tappan Parts
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By

,
T
\-sis •MAXELL *RECORDS *TAPE CASES •PIONEER

•

.
, san sow anas
al p• ot°.Me a W.
Oruro;tabla ai ducat.Italia.salle
• Shang •••••.•1 ,11:400 41(0,..11IMPS
Sarnaaa-Gaar
• ling-_
am,law,
sirvas ra a &ore
Svpa•
decorate., non

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN

Now At

Purdoms Furniture
202 S 5th

753-41172

209 S. 3rd

753-5341

"NDEn..

•
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Yours, Min
& Ours
1117 S. 4th
East Side of Court Square

Today's Fashions
\ Yesterday's Price

ies,A

Milierray Ledger & Times
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"FAMILY ir suNjo,EsT
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Shop early for
great selection of
spring and summer clothing for
all the family.
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—ALSO-MATERNITY
FASHIONS
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Vacations
for Two to ,
ORLANDO
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The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD .

e

.,

INCLUDES:

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS• ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES
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E
E
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i
Kennedy Space Center• Cypress Gardens. Stara Hall of Fame
al

Great selection for
the mother-to-be.
Complete Line
Of Lingerie

I

lgoii,

7euifily 2064#teir4 —
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E
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PPEPP

1

LOST: Around 1970's art of
crafting with crepe paper.
Please notify camp leaders,
bible schools, den mothers and
anyone looking for e-z to do
group projects.
FOUND!!! Super Crepe, a
heavy hi-stretch, non-bleeding
crepe paper in 12 great colors.
Craft book and idea sheets
show you how with Super
Crepe. Great for group projects!
CONTACT:

WILD
RASPBERRY
Dixieland Center
753-0859

4*,
•KENWOOD 0KOSS HEADPHONES *T-SHIRTS •MAX
MI

I
Cg

<

S

•

•
7XI.3
0
30
0

Practical. Economical.'

I EXCITING! •

."

75 MPG

!Album
Sale
ri

MI

rt, Hundreds To Choose From
0
•

If everyday driving has you down, take a look ,
this new Yamaha Exciter Economical 4-stroiengine delivers great gas mileage
. and lots ol
Pep Travel trunk carries your gear Great fun, day
after day!

OPIONEEIT
KENWOOD
Ye. 1.14,1,111110.11
New 44 SU oddbed
(tame(
Amplified
Ityne
(

Sunset
Boulevard!
Music
Dixieland Center
(Rear Annex)
Chestnut SC753-0113
•DISC WASHER •TDK •II TRACKS

MI
MI

ET:

We Engrave Books & Bibles

10% Discount To Churches
• Town CI Country
Yamaha 310 Sonhin.•
Golimpre
Hwy 94 East Murray. Ky
753 8078

It
733.4•14 sr 733 11•27

1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 A.M..500 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
MURRAY,KY. 42071
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. A. Cavender Final Rites Held
Dies; Was Mother For Miss Ferguson
Final rites for Miss
Of Mrs. Sanderson Rosezell
Ferguson of Hazel

P--

Adna Cavender,
Mrs
mother of Mrs. Vons (Lois )
Sanderson of Murray, died
Moriday at 4.05 a.m. at the
Mills Manor Nursing Home,
Mayfield. She was 96 years
of age and a resident of 712
Water Street,
West
Mayfield.
The deceased was the wife
of J. 0. Cavender who died in
1953. Born Feb. 12, 1865, in
Kentucky, she was the
daughter of the late Era L.
Garnett and Kate Alcott
Garnett.
Mrs. Cavender is survived
by three daughters - Mrs.
Sanderson of Murray, and
Mrs. Guy Henderson and
Mrs. Joe Powers, Mayfield;
one sister, Mrs. Era Wyatt,
Hazard; five grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the
Rev. John Sanderson, the
Rev. Jimmy Madding, and
the Rev. Richard McCarver
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bob
Sanderson, David Henderson, Bill Kelly, Terrel
Fulcher, Charles Wilcox,
and David Madding. Burial
will follow in the Oak Grove
Cemetery at Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Route 2 were held Monday at
1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Gerald
Owen officiating. Music was
by Billy Buchanan, soloist
and Oneida White, organist.
Pallbearers were Otis
Brown, Jewel Hafford
Brown, Henry Sledd, Tommy Ferguson, Richard
Ferguson, and Douglas
Ferguson, all nephews.
Burial was in the New Concord Cemetery.
Miss Ferguson, 63, died
Saturday at the Murray:
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Estelle Brown, and 17
nieces and nephews

Royal Arch Masons
Chapter To Meet
Thursday At Lodge
Chapter No. 92 of the
Royal Arch Masons will
have a call meeting on
Thursday, March 26, at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.
The purpose of the
meeting will be for an inspection. Simulated work is
being planned in the MEM
degree. Light refreshments
will be served.
All RAMS are urged to be
present, a
chapter
spokesman said.

Browns Receive Much
National Publicity
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
- These are the days that
make a press agent's dream,
according to Cathie Berlin,
press agent for the state of
Kentucky and first lady
Phyllis George Brown. The
reason: magazines and
newspapers Ms. Berlin has
tried to lure for months are
finally taking the bait.
The Browns are receiving

Kirksey Church
To Hold Gospel
The Kirksey Church of
Christ will hold a gospel
meeting on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday with services at 7 p.m. each night.
Saturday at 6 p.m. a singing
will be held prior to the
preaching services.
Bill Dillon will be the
Thursday speaker with
James Rhew as the song
leader.
On Friday the speaker will
be Lindon Feruson with the
song leader to be Shea
Sykes.
The Saturday speaker will
be David Bass with the song
leader to be Jerry Bolls.
The public is urged to attend these services, a church
spokesman said.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
March 24, 1914
Kvistucity Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Included 6 Buying Staliard
Recemts Act 476 Est 000 Barrows II
Gala SI 2541 50 higher Sows 11 0041 50
P
1310-240
lba.
/39 75-40 25
US 2 210-2501M
$39 50-39 75
US 2-3 240-501bs
926 50-39 50
US 2-4 250-27010s
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ito.
$32 90-3350
US 1-3 300-450 lba.
$33.0535 00
1-3450-Soilbo.
926.0-US
US 1.3540420 lbs. PL11530.1511er 40.00
US 2-3300-566 lbs.
921.16-3200
Boars 75111-77 ral

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky API t USDA Estimated receipts cattle and calves
NW; compared to Monday's close
limited slaughter steers and heifers
steady, cavil steady to 50 lower. bulls
fully steady, vealers poorly tested early. calves untested. feeder steers 1 05
3 00 higher. heifers I 90-2w higher on
improved quality and large lot offering& few choice slaugMer steers 1102
lb 6675. good and choice 11504175 lb
55 50-57 SO. standard and good mostly
dasrybreds 1095-1230 lb Si 7543 10.
choice 170 lb slaughter heifers 51 25.
'mod and choice 695400 lb 54 1045 10.
cammernal cows 41 50-4432. utility
41.0044.50, lugh dressing 4475-4532,
Alter 3956-43 75, canner and cutter
under NO lb 33.00-2675, slaustMer
bulls grade I lie lb 61 25. grade 1-2
10101130 lb 520047.66; grade 2 12015
3046 1047 5041.511. few chow" 265-3351b
mans 70.1110-74.59; feeder steers
glOillarn frame i319-400 Its 11 5575 50,
41440 lb 16.111173.011 211411 lb 65 50a 75. 030715 lb 11.11041.1111; 700.105 lb
57154112.50. few 9711-040 lb 51 0047 50.
gialdism frame 2 340-00* lb MI 5045.10.
MIN lb 51 011411.00, large frame 2
11111013, Heilit1131 419.130 lb 54.0047 28.
76440 lb 100043.60; batters mediwn
tramp 1 300-400115 07.00411.90; 400400 lb
57 was 00, 510-7011b$4111114111.30; small
bum 1370-510 lb 54.0441.00; midi=
from 7 3111700 lb 13.5517.01
Hags 1000 compered to Monday'.
Hem barrow, and Mita closed I 50210
higher after opening 2.00-175 higher.
11 110256 lb 41 50-41 75. thane 90 10
41111 early, 1211-250 Lb 41 66-4121. 7-3
2111110 lb 41.70-11.71-. 3 775-315 lb 31 75.
MAC sows ender 450 lb steady. over
MO lb 1 26-266 higher. 1-2 325-400 lb
34.95.1160, 450400 lb II 00-40 M. Me
rig lb 40 0141 75, few to 4255, boars
over 300 lb 32 75-33 M. under 300 lb
71.3531 75
511wiss molested

a flood of national publicity
that is helping to publicize
the state, Ms. Berlin said.
"It's all happening at
once," Ms. Berlin said. "It's
a press agent's dream."
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
was shown on the "NBC
Nightly News" March 13
defending the Appalachian
Regional Commission at a
congressional hearing.
The Browns were interviewed four days later on
ABC's "Good Morning
America," with Brown talking about state budget problems, and Mrs. Brown being coaxed into talking about
her weight problems during
her pregnancy last year.
Mrs. Brown and her
pregnancy also are the subject of a cover story in the
latest Parents magazine.
And the Browns received
extensive coverage in New
York last week when they
helped open the "Oh! Kentucky Shop" at Bloomingdale's department store,
and the store took out a large
ad in The New York Times
featuring Mrs. Brown.
There is more to come.
This week's issue of
Newsweek magazine contains a one and one-third
page profile of Brown titled
"The Phyllis and John
Show." Brown is quoted as
saying "Hell, governing
Kentucky is easier than running Kentucky Fried
Chicken. There is no competition."
The article says there is
"widespread" suspicion in
Kentucky that Brown is
"test marketing himself" for
1984, "the year he goes into
national distribution."
The Browns discuss their
lifestyle, and Mrs. Brown,
who maintains a New York
residence, says, "Our
lifestyle is more moderate
compared to what you'd find
in in New York or Los
Angeles. And I'm not ashamed of it."
In a personal vein, the article quotes Brown as saying
his marriage two years ago
to Phyllis helped solve his
rnid-life crisis.
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See Our Salesmen:
J. H. Nix, Jan Dalton, Mickey Boggess, Tom Holderby, and Jeff Haley
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Sixth Film Of
Festival To Be
Shown At MSU

CHORAL WINNERS — Several Murray High School choral students, directed by Joan Bowker, participted in
the recent KMEA Spring Music Solo and Ensemble contest held at Murray State University. Superior ratings for
vocal solos were awarded to, front row, left to right, Kevin Cole, Donna Boone, Tonya Harris, and Bill Boone.
Excellent ratings were received by, second row, right to left, Julie Baker and Amy Ross. The Girls, Mixed,
and
Boys Ensembles also received excellent ratings. Others participating in these were Lee Ann Babb, second row
left, and back row,left to right, Kim Whiten, LaQuita Penrod, Craig Byrd, Lita Taylor, and Sheila Vickers.
ORYX
The oryx is an African
intelope. It lives in herds of
ip to 60 animals and the newborn calves are able to run
with the herd immediately
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D afterbirth.

HEALTH

Scared when her heart dips

DEAR DR. LAMB
I am
an 18-year-old girl For two
years I have had heart palpitations My heart seems to
almost stop or take a dip, or
else it jumps up to my throat
These palpitations are usually accompanied by tingling
sensations down to my toes I
have gone to our family
doctor. and he has had X-rays
and an EKG taken along with
my examination
He says everything is
normal, that it is most likely
caused by nerves and I should
try to forget about it
It still occurs almost daily
and makes me feel as though I
am going to pass out I get
very scared Should I ske
another doctor" I am vet,
worried about this
DEAR READER
I can

understand why you are
concerned The fact that you
had an examination that
revealed no evidence of anything being wrong with your
heart as very helpful
Almost everyone has an
extra heartbeat or two during
the day. but most people are
completely unaware of them
Others note a skipped beat or
flip-flops as they describe
them
These are caused from a
beat of your heart occurring
so early that it doesn't pump
out any blood The pause in
the detectable pulse makes a
person feel the heart has
skipped a beat The long pause
allows the heart to fill with
more blood than usual, and
the next beat discharges a
strong pulse that you feel.

Johnny
_Wifliams_
101 S. 12th
(12th Et Main)

4411 14
(t
i

4

I think it is important tor
anyone with such a finding to
have an examination, but it is
equally important to realize
that these can occur in people
who have no heart disease. In
that case they are not dangerous or threatening to your
health
Your anxiety with these
episodes may cause you to
overbreathe (hyperventilate)
and cause tingling sensations.
or faintness Hyperventilation
from anxiety can also cause
an increase in premature
beats
The types "of heart irregularities, including skipped
beats, are discussed in The
Health Letter number 6-12,
Heart Irregularities. Skipped
Beats, Tachycardias. which I
am sending you Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
NS me, in care of this newspaper. F'.0 Box 1551. Radio City
Station. New York. NY 10019.
As the issue I am sending
you explains, it is important
to avoid smoking as well as
coffee, tea, colas and chocolate That may help to
decrease your nervous
tension. too
DEAR DR LAMB - My
sister. 36, has milk leg in her
right leg The swelling is really bad The doctors here do
not seem to know what to do
about it My aunt said it may
have to be amputated
This worries me as she is
the mother of four children.
Can you give me some advice
for her"
DEAR READER — Milk
leg is a term that is used for
thrombophlebitis (clots in the
veins in the legs) that occurs
immediately after childbirth
It is called milk leg because
the leg is swollen and white.
Unlike some other forms of
thrombophlebitis. it is less
likely to release a clot in the
circulation and from that
standpoint is less dangerous
The treatment is the same
as for other cases of thrombophlebitis. The main effort is
-thrafigh—Thruse cranticoagu- tants, medicines that prevent,
blood clotting, which many
people call blood thinners
Pressure bandages and pressure stockings are also used to
help control swelling.
I seriously doubt your sister
will need an amputation She
could be seen in consultation
in a larger medical center if
there is any question about
her diagnosis or treatment
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RESTAURANT

"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily"
MONDAY
Els lel
14,1 & Saar Sall

TUESDAY

Swiel I Sam Ids had Wen la
Chide Cate Moe *Ore(se Sae

Soon I Saw
Med Id
Moo Gas faal Pam

WEDNESDAY
Eff ISI
Food Chide
He Saw Sep Pei Tames
Popelfillet

INT CORONATION PLATES 52.951

"Ivan the Terrible," the
sixth film in the International Film Festival at Murray State University, will be
presented at 2 p.m. and 7
p.m. Thursday. March 26, in
the
University
Center
Theatre.
As an added attraction, the
silent film classic., "Battleship Potemkin," will be
shown at 1 p.m., 4 p.m. and
again at 9 p.m., also March
26.
"Ivan the Terrible," an
epic motion picture filmed in
1943, portrays 16th century
Russia. The musical score is
said to be both a dynamic
and exciting experience. It
stars Nikolai Cherkassov
and L. Tselikovskaya.
The film "Battleship
Potemkin," by Eisenstein,
was filmed in 1925 to commemorate the Soviet
Revolution of 1905. The silent
film has repeatedly been
voted the best film of all
time.
Films in the International
Film Festival are shown at
no charge and are open to
the public.
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IBM

Open House

Invites you to on

Come by and see our OFFICE/BUSINESS
system offerings including...
•Typewriters
•Word processing
'Copiers
*Small Business Computers
Everything to help you and your business be more
productive and profitable.
Kentucky Dam State Park
Convention Center
Gilbertsville, Ky.
Wed. March 25th — 12:00-8:00 p.m.
Thurs. March 26th — 8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
If you are unable to attend but would like more
information or on IBM
representative to call you, call us at (502) 442-2087

IBM

Office Products Division
General Systems Division
301 SE etii St.
Evansville, Ind. 477011

Co PARE
features as good as premium
mattresses thatcost much more.
SUPER DURABLE
TORSION BAR
FOUNDATION
Instead of ordinary box spring
coils, rugged torsion bars add
firmness extra years of total
set performance.

HINGE ACTION
OFFSET COILS
Unique design gives each
sleeper excellent support Ends
rest-robbing roll-together

LUXURIOUS
COMFORT LEVEL
Layer on layer 01 premium
grade cushioning berseath rich
multi-guilt damask corer

r":

"Centennial"
for muchless!
$
Look what only $140 buys during our Sealy
100th birthday celebration! An exceptionally
high quality mattress — on sale now at our low
introductory price. We're convinced that never
again will $140 buy a mattress this well made!
Shop today and take advantage of this spectacular value opportunity.

size ea pc NOW S140, Queen size 2-pc

set NOW S350 King size 3-pc set NOW S500.

FULL SIZE EACH PIECE

THURSDAY
Fried IV s• Iim
NH Saa WI

S•oir Soy Psi
Chides Clef Let

SAT (INCH Snail
I 4•11.• cin In. •S•no• Foe •3”r&
4.11d

Id Y ma Sew Poi

Only 5434 Pw Iona Cobs Ph4-411 Yw Cam Eat

America,
in aktasi
Specie-Si 99
60010301.

Free
Delivery

753-4834
Murray, Ky.
•
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Observations

Hy Lochie Hart

IRA G. CORN,IR

Former Student's Letter
"Dear Miss
Sammons of 1105 Main
...that's the way a recent Street, who was with her,
letter greeted me. I knew in- pointed me out.
stantly that the message was
I'm proud of every student
front a former student. Until that was enrolled in my
Mr W. J. Caplinger came to classes and when one
Murray City School about achieves success beyond the
1930, students addressed average, my heart is touchteachers .by _ttuur first ed. It's so nice to say,- She
names. From then on we was in my class one year
were called by our last
Hazel, a Murray State
names. Often my students graduate of '40, taught the
combined the "Miss" and first grade 37 years before
my given name and the retiring in Georgia recently.
sound came out "Mizlochie- Her first teaching was in a
Now I kinda date the time a one-room school in lyon
student was in my class by County. She was named an
the way he addresses me. Outstanding Elementary
Before the '30s, it is Teacher of America in '74:
Mizlochie After that date Teacher of The Year in Sky
I'm called Mrs Hart.
Land School in DeKalb CounThis note was from the ty; and was runner-up
former Hazel Sammons now again; was nonunated as
Mrs. Robert Crenshaw. It Teacher of The Year in
followed our meeting in a Georgia, by the Parent
grocery, the first time I had Teacher Association; and
seen her since she baby-set recognized in 1975 as a
for Mr. and Mrs. John Neal, Distinguished Georgia
our neighbors on Olive Street Citizen. She served as presiand she was a student in dent of the Peabody Alumni
Murray State. She recogniz- Association for the state of
ed me, I was delighted to Georgia and later as
think I hadn't changed so secretary. She is a former
much in all those years, but president of the Kappa Delta
Educational
maybe her mother Mrs. J. T._Gamma

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
AC,ROSS
l'Succor
5 Weakens
9 Knock
12 Sandarac
tree
13 001seed
14 Guido 5 high
note
15 Sandy waste
17 Pronoun
18 Deface
t9 Couple
21 Blouse
23 Sieve
27 Exists
28 Listened to
29 Edible seed
31 Drunkard
34 Babylonian
deity
35 Weirdest
38 Proceed
39 Arid
41 Lair
42 Crown
44 Printer s
measure
46 Chose
48 Killed
51 Dusky
52 Pronoun
53 Exclamation
55 Scotts
59 Hostelry
60 Wigwam
62 Exact
63 Foothke part
64 Man s name
65 Rational
DOWN
1 Possessed
2 Before
3 - Vegas
4 Make ready
5 Glossy fabric

6 Article
7 Church
bench
8 Fret
9 Negligent
10 Woe word
11 Separate
16 Made incursions
20 Grumbled
22 Three-toed
sloth
23 Lean-to
24 Rip
25 Sun god
26 Female ruff
30 Abaft
32 Monster
33 Scurvy one
36 Legal matters
37 Parking hatards
40 Longs 'Or

Asswer to Monday's Puzzle
II A t

MUD
COMO
CCM
CDC
CIU COMO OCI•
A 1:113C1 OCOEE 13
COLIC LICUCOU
CUM MCC
COMM COCO
15101300 COM
CU COMIC CO
UDC
COCO IU
COMIC CUE=
AC

43 Near
45 Scale note
47 Endures
48 Vessel
49 Unaspirated
50 Mern0ran-

OKAY, CHUCK 1.014A1 WE
LJANT YOU Ti) DO IS SELL
THESE BAGS OF POPCORN
TO THE PEOPLE WHO ARE
WATCHING OUR GAME

THE AIR POLLUTION
15 VERY
BAD
I DON'T
TODAY
THINK 50

THE ACES'

Clum
54 Layer
56 Time period
57 Hurry
58 Diocese
61 Nega ye

orgaruzation.
Sbe gives credit for her
education to "Some very fine
people of Murray and the
Magazine Club who aided
her financially.
Mrs. Crenshaw related her
experience in my penmanship class when every school
in Kentucky had to teach the
Palmer Method - the push,
pulls and ovals with pen and
ink. "You asked the class to
do something creative with
one of the three. I chose the
ovals and designed a
basket., you
had the
foresight to hang all of the
designs on the chalkboard,
That was the first time any
of my work had been exhibited. I was so elated!
...When I became a teacher,
I hung all the papers on the
board - no student was left
out...If a child has tried, his
efforts should be recognized,
no matter how feeble they
may be."
Hazel residlat 1702 College Farm
d with her
husband who is a retired architectural engineer who
worked with schools,
hospitals and industrial
buildings. His hobby is
photography.
At home in Murray again,
she has become involved
with activities in the United
Methodist Church, the
United Daughters of The
Confederacy and other civic
interests. She is (being
special nurse in her home to
her mother who is recovering from an injury
Hazel is the oldest of eight
children. The others are
Rachael, Lois, John, Sarah,
Nancy and Gene - three boys
and five girls

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

-It is a wretched taste to
be gratified with mediocrity
when the excellent lies
before us
Isaac Disraeli

During the 1980 World
Championships. the Bols
Liquor Company of Holland,
together with the Internauonal Bridge Press Association. sponsored "The Bois
Brilliancy Prize' for the
best reported hand of the
championships The winning
entry cornered 112 out of
120 possible jury points and
was authored by Ron
Klinger of Australia The
prize winning declarer was
Dick Cummings, playing for
the Australian team
This hand will always
produce ten tricks at hearts
because the club finesse
works and the spades break
3-3 Cummings plan did not
count on the club finesse,
nor did it require a heart
play from dummy to cater
to K-Q-x in the East hand
Cummings ruffed the
opening diamond lead and
cashed his heart ace When
West's ten dropped, he carefully played his trump jack
If trumps were 3-2. it would
make no difference which
heart he played If East held
K-Q-8-5, it was imperative
to play the jack
East won his heart queen
and switched to spades.
dummy s ace taking West's
jack A diamond from dummy was ruffed and the king
and queen of spades were
cashed
A club Was led to
dummy's ace (refusing the
finesse), and dummy's
spade ten was led East
could not ruff without losing
his chance for two more
trump tricks. so East discarded while Cummings discarded a club
Next,
dummy's last diamond was
ruffed and declarer's club

NORTH
•A 108 3
•0
•1002

3-94-A

•AQ7112

WEST
EAST
•J *7
•$ 4 2
411 1L67116
•10
41Q,191173
•AK5 4
•K1011
4.9 S
SOUTH
•KI45
W6117432
•J 43
Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
Smith West Neirth Last
I•
Pass 24.
Pass
4•
Pass Pass Pass
Opening
queen

lead

Diamond

jack was the exit card
Regardless of who won
declarers 9-7 of trumps
behind East's K-8 was bound
to win declarer's tenth trick
To fully appreciate
Cumnuags play, suppose
that East had started with
K-5 of clubs In that case
had Cummings lost a club
finesse to East's king, East
would lead his remaining
club and East could not
have been stopped from
scoring both his king and
eight of trumps
Bid with Corn
South holds

3-24-B

• 42
•K(18
•AKS 4
•9 5
North
3•

South

ANSWER: Five diamonds
Not expected to make but
should make it difficult for
the opponents to find their
best spot.
Send bridge questions to The Arms,
PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225,
with self addressed stamped envelope
for reply

Your Individual
Horoscope

- Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 25, 1981
Subscribers who hove not
What kind of day will tomor- GEMINI
received their home , delivered
row be! To find out what the ( May 2110 June 201
copy of rho Wenn Wan liar by
A loved one may be relucstars say, read the forecast
5.30 p in Monday-Friday or by
tant to join you at a party.
given for your birth Sign.
3.30 p.m Saturdays are urged
New work ideas pay off. Evento call 753-1916 between 530 pa
ing favors socializing and
EDI 6 p •., Mohr Aro*
ARIES
fries,, or
romantic interests.
ja aNd p• Salaam
( Mar. 21 to Apr.191 41191
A circulation deportment emDon't insist on your own CANCER
(June
21 to July 22)
ployee is on duty during these
way. Others are slow to go
Close ties are cautious now.
time periods to insure delivery
along with your ideas. EvenRomance comes unexpectedof your newspaper Calls must
ing hours favor distant inly. Mixing business with
be placed by I pa weekdays or
terests and romance.'
pleasure may lead unex4 0.. Saturdays to guarantee
TAURUS
pectedly to new career
( Apr. 20 to May 20 1
delivry
benefits.
The regular business office
Employee
absenteeism
LEO
hours of Ike Moot [Nor 11 Neucould mean an extra work
ore I as is S pa. Monday
load for you. Partners are in- (July 23 to Aug. 221
Stay clear of arguments.
through Friday andloa to Wt.
genious and liable to surprise
Others won't be easily conSOturday5
you. Privacy abets romance.
vinced. Expect a surprise at
home. You'll enjoy the good
NO ONE
ANYWAY,60
life this evening.
OF COURSE
YOU'RE SURE SELL THE
EVER
VIRGO
TO IT, CHUCK..
CHUCK...
YOU PONT
POPCORN,
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 PIP UA.
WATCHES
SELL THE
WHAT DID
WANT ME TO
CHUCK!
Caution on your part about a
OUR
POPCORN...
YOU THINK?
PITCH?
financial matter could irk
GAMES..
another. Unexpected news
now. Home life brings many
late day satisfactions.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .tL
-El
You'll need tact to get along
with others now. Don't inhibit
BUT THE
another. Evening is your best
inie to express views. Accent
AIR 15 FULL
riendliness.
OF HEAVY
SCORPIO
PARTICLES
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21 "I/r4i-tr.
Avoid hazardous work and
don't overtire yourself. Take a
chance on
innovative
methods. Evening brings the
promise of financialgain.
SAYSAGITTARIUS
j
u_r _44.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Despite one romantic disappointment, late day brings
happy times with hobbies or
romance. Throw off your worries and relax.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
It may be difficult to
balance home and career interests now. Welcome a
chance to make new friends.
Home life picks up later.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Arguments can lead to
frustration. Career interests
are happily accented. Local
visits lead to romance and
WHEN YOU LOOK IN 'YOUR
BUT I DION T LO5E
good times in the evening.
Is. PANTE POCKET
A TWENTY-DOLLAR
PISCES
'IOU LL SEE
BILL
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
THAT'YOU DO
Close ties may seem
tightfisted with mccey. Unexpected news from a distance.
Good will brings career and
financial success.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
dynnanic personality with the
ability to favorably impress
others. Your leadership ability makes you a good
spokesman for a cause,
eroP
though at times you can be
touchy and quarrelsome. Acting, music and art appeal to
•OU WANT TO GO
you, and you have the ability
AFTEP Arbrpf
to commercialize these
talents! If you'll emphasize
your originality, you'll rise to
the top in whatever field you
choose. You're versatile, yet
practical Business and the
professions are other options
for you to pursue Birthdate
of: Arturo Toscanni, symphony conductor, Simone
Signoret, actress; and Bela
Tomoorow: THE Eoc
,
ENcE,
Bartok, composer
,

msigifr

YIPE---

la

THE
YOU LIE
PEARLS,. GOOROO!
TNE
w040 TOOK
IT?!
GOLP
GONE?'

PHANTOM

TOU'Ll LOH THE RESULTS
WANT ADS BRING
6. Help Wanted

2. Notice
as Iasi* Asa
with power
tiller ready for plem•
flag.
Also
hosalsoggiag, blosk
work. 753-8786 or
7534411.
4 Polyglots Goodyear
tires t 78 IS Raised
White letters, 4 white
spoke riles, Dodge
trick.
or
van
$175.00. Coll 75916111.

BILL'S FISH
MARKET

Galvanized clothes line
posts. 2-x84
holds 7
lines. $1699 a pair Wallin
Hardware. Paris

Want an experienced gardner to do work in my yard
Call 436-5380 after 5 pm

Commodes white A-grade.
$43 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris

Wanted lady to stay with 2
elderly ladies 3 or 4 days
and nights a week 2 miles
Out of Murray comfortable
home Call 753 3199

Krahler couch, extra good
condition, coffee table and
chair 753-4534.

Experienced
small
engine mechanic. Send
resume to P.O. lot
1040 1, Murray, KY
42071.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom
Built
portable
buildings, Call 753-0984

CATFISH
Whole . . . . lb. $1.70
Steaks ... lb. $1.80
Boneless. Lb. $1.49

9. Situation Wanted

BUFFALO
Whole.. . . Lb. 50
Cut Up .. lb. 90'

Handy man will do odd lobs
around house or shop Call
753-3058.

Special
As Long As
It Lasts
Frozen Fresh Water
Catfish. . . Lb. 90'
607 S. Ith
753 9311

Will do computer and electric work. Call after 4 pm.
753-8461.

Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy 759-4600
74 Dodge Colt, good
condition, excp.
clean, good gas
mileage, $1850 or
best offer. 767-4441.
_ .
Will clean offices or
houses. Call 7539587.

Moving? Spring cleaning?
Have Items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn We will pickup, sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.
JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom Stripping clod
Repairing
and
Refinishing. Custom
Cabinets and Woodworking. No dipping.
Hwy. 641 South
492-8850
We Buy
and Sell
Preserve your fomily's
Copy sod
heritage
of
restorotton
photographs at. .

Carter Studio
304 Morn

753 8298

Lost and Found
Lost 1981 Murray High
School class ring Reward!
Call 753-6219 or 753-8777

6. Help Wanted
Attention young mothers: 2
ladies needed to help with
sales, not door to door, Part
time, $100 per week .and
up. For interview send
name and phone number to
Box 252, Murray. KY.
Friendly Home Toy Parties
now in our 26th year, is expanding and has openings
for managers and dealers
Party
plan
experience
helpful. Guaranteed toys
and gifts No cash investment, no collecting, delivering
Car and
phone
necessary. Call collect,
Carol Day_ 518-489-8395
Need babysitter, part time.
4 30-11 30. Must have
references Call 492-8841
Room and board for elderly
lady Call 753-2606 or 7534754 after 5 pm

HELP WANTED

Drpeollty Neeilea • 30
people is Kis wee to
minim• Weir how,,
aiskiop staffed =Pools.
Ohs wed piece wort. Ile
nig, let senior Geed
iscsaie. AM apes accepted.
Solid $3.00 (refoorkehiel for
pentere soil instructions.
Corbin Sewing Center
Les owl Oaks
Dept. No. 100
200 N. Mei.
Gehl, Ay. 40701

lot sale I Pool table with
rack balls, and sticks Asking $125 753-4108.

Typist,Clef ICAL
Seasonal
positions available immediately. ending in May
Apply in person at Don
Farighn's Enterprises, Inc.,
Andrus Ave.. Murray KY.
753-1362

WANTED:
For you early fisherman hot
sausage and
coffee
biscuits donuts East Y
Grocery, 753-8786

1641omerwnishims

For spring cleaning or
chimney cleaning call 7539588.

Will mow and trim lawns.
Call 753-0510.
Would like to do babysitting, 7 days a week Call
436-2538.
Will do housecleaning. Will
furnish references. Experenced. Call 436-2292.
Will
break
and
disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.

10. Bus. Opportunity
Sten peer was coin
operated pm. route with
No newest rake pumas
eiroileine. SPECIAL SPACE
INVADERS, $1595.00
WEISE MET LAST. Ciell
ProilectIve
werheitiop
Associates, Inc. toll Ire*,
1.400-327-9191, ext.
199.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade Acreage
and farm house Call 4742337

14. Want To Buy
Goats, Call 753-8891 before
4:30 pm, or 767-2939 after
4:30.
Used 12' wide mobile
home, prefer electric. Clint
Colson, 753-8549 or 7531682.
Want to buy. Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy }unk cars. Call
474-8838.
Want to buy two large
stock roosters, hens and
white ducks, and two white
drakes, 2 banty hens Call
753-6359,

15. Articles For Sale
Attention
Commercial
Fisherman! Brownell nylon,
McMahon swivels, mustad
hooks East Y Grocery. 7538786
Camper shell -10f-- -short
wheel base pickup Call
759-4663.
23 Cubic foot chest freezer.
Kenmore
portable
dishwasher. 42.000 BTU
central heat and air unit.
10 hp Gravely tractor with
mower, grader blade, tire
chains, and cart. 14'
Runabout. 50 hp Mercury
motor, and trailer. 7591621
For lease approximately
2000 lbs burley base,
$O 30 per lb in advance.
753-6567.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo. 8-track, turn table.
and speakers $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo. 8track, turn table and
speakers. $50 Also a small
coffee table. $10. Call 7538465.
Oregan chain saw chains.
3/8- pitch for 16 bar
$1 99. for 20- bar. $8.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Patio plant stands, lawn
and deck furniture, gun
racks 753-1477.
Snapper mower blades
26-, 28-. 30- or 33"
$599 each Wallin Hard
ware. Paris

K- M A RT FOOTWEAR DEPT.
Port time work presently available, with
possibility
for
management
future
position. Applications will be taken Monday 10-5, see Footwear Manager.

Refrigerator. Frigidare.
white, medium size, nice
condition, $150 753-2523.
Walnut dinette set with
chrome legs. 4 black vinyl,
swivel chairs $15 Walnut
coffe table and 2 end
tables $60. Call 753-9357
Or 759-1293 after 5 pm

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery
753-6760.

25. BI

HODGE'
WM
Saimaa
759-14;

24711

Assume
Oil a 11
paying
Leach's
Jim-Ad:
center. I

19- Co
recorder
753-453

Used l'
repossm
remote.
payment
7575

TEMT0
For salt
trailer C
5 pm.

12x65
bedroom
753-006'

Used Filter Queen vacuum
cleaner, full cash price
$9950 Call (354-6521.

Mobile h
conditior
ed, 1 t
$3500
For mori
753-174(

18. Sewing Machines

21.116

New sewing machine full
cash price. $69.50. 20 year
guarantee Call Martha Hopper. 1-354-6521.

For rent
home f
gas. nic€
Phone 75

19. Farm Equipment

Two bedi
pletely fu
$150 per
8964 afte

Garden plows with wood
handles. double pointed
shovel. mouldboard. and 5prong cultivator, $29.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Garden seeder, plants 21
different vegetable seeds.
$39.99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
215 Massey Ferguson tractor and equipment for sale
or trade for smaller tractor
Call after 6 pm, 436-5473.

Three
trailer. 1
plus elec
tnc Call

Two be'
trailer. ce
Call 7534

Two bet
water
month
Highway
753-5405

Reduced 470 Case tractor.
875 hours and 8' grader
blade Call 489-2164.

29. Hel

Tillers. 5 hp, chain drive
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris

For sale:
condition'
Frigida
refrigerah

Two 200 gallon stainless
steel water tanks with
mounting brackets. One
1000 gallon water tank:
Call 753-2875.
Wheelbarrows. $19.99;
S29.99. $42.99, and 69 99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris

20. Sports Equipment
Bear compound bow with
accessories, $75 Call after
4 pm, 753-6032
The Pistol People Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky
Country Boy:
Store. 9 miles west ofHopkinsville }unction KY
164-117 Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502) 885-5914.

22. Musical
Almost new Baldwin fun
machine with organ Call
after 530, 753-8976 or
489-2481
New' and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonard6
Piano Co . across from the:
Post Office, Paris. TN.
:
Peavey electric guitar with
built in Phase Ampeg Call
-alter -6-pm, 437-4341.

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Aluminum Martin houses.
Lynn Grove Market, 43541/1.
Firewood, cut any length:
mostly oak and hickory $20
delivered 489-2492 or 7534157
Lawn mower batteries. 12
volt, 24 month guarantee;
$21.99 Wallin Hardware:
Paris
Purple Martin houses 6
room. $24.99. 12 room:
$36 99. 18 room $49 99:
24 room, $59 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
•
PLANTS Garden bedding.:
houseplants, fruit trees and'
shrubs Open 8 30-2 00.:
mornings. 5-7 Ilevenings:
Monday through riday 85
Saturday
Sunny Acres,
Johnny.
Nursery. 901
'Robertson road. 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine.:
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
machine
Used
ice
clearance, All types 502554-5090 after 4 pm

Building
ping Cent
heating I
condition
April 1
3018

Would Ill
1-3
y
perhaps
Prefer
bedroom
births,
reins,
and dir
city witi
Older ca
children,
chased
Murray.

32. Apt!
Apartment
downtown
'Almost
4109
duplex,
pliances ft
dryer hot
private ca
deck Afte
143-n74
Brick gara
bedroom,
carpeted,
refrigeratoi
heat and
ple only 7!

annit-on
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25. Business Services 32. kits. For Rent

M
))

37. Livestock-Supplies

3E11E IC

43. Real Estate
50. Used Trucks
53. SIKVICRS Offered ST.-Urvices Offered
One sow that will have pigs
International
Is you, EMU hewing e
truck
Fence sales at Sears now
1973
in April j gilts ready to
29 Acres of good
berthas, soon' II s tore
van 22 156 model good Call Sears 753
breed, one male hog se,
producing form land
sper•el
th•I
to,
Dr11
condition price $2995 95 free estimate
vice age Call 436-5444
with nice 3 bedroom
photorepe
ask
Call
for
(9011
7190
needs
642
For
rent
bedroom
2
26. TV-Radio
ranch style horn,
BEE BAR ARABIANS Book
tottension 45 or 37
Carter Studio
Pr ed reasonable
General home • Ckl,'
Assume monthly payment townhouse apartment your good mares for 1981
carpet range refrigerator, breeding season. Three
751 1291
304 Moen
1976 4-Wheel drive Ford. Carpentry, concrete work
on a new Magnavox t v
dishwasher stallions. 753-6126
short wheel base 1200 plumbing roofing siding
paying only $7 96 down disposer
753-611$
,
1
washer dryer hookup centires Fenton mags $1650 window and door in
Leach's Music & T V in the
paperhanging, pan.
• ii
tral heat and air Call 753- Rabbits for sale Call 492
Call 753 5612
stallation
Free
Jim-Adams
_
shopping'
Commercial
estimates
or
resident.,.
8205.
.101 1%1441
7559 or 753-7550
No job too small Colson 20 years experience Free
center. Pans TN
• 0.14‘,1111, .4,
52. Boats and Motors Construction
1NAL1441541
Furnished apartments one Registered Tennessee Walk
474-2359 or estimates! 759-1987
19- Color t v video set
ing
Crownline
horse,
It
5
14
years old Call
pleasure 474-2276
or two bedrooms Also
recorder and cassettes
StINBIRD AIRLINES Daily
after
753-4808
hp
boat,
4
pm
65
Mercury motor
sleeping rooms Zimmerloneson, Illowelopers, lee
Heating, refrigeration, and commuter flights between
753-4530
also Pflueger trolling motor
man Apartments, South 38. Pets-Supplies
dee', en& is ow thee
electrical repair
Bob s Murray and Nashville Call
449-2602
Used 19 color t a also 16th 753 6609
scrimps bind hr sobRefrigeration
Service 489-2199
AKC Cocker Spaniel temal "I'm sorry, Lois, but with the tight
d hilelns
repossessed 25 ' color with
let•ted
•1
22 Ft. sailboat. 502-554- Ha/el, KY, 498-8370 or
For rent 2 bedroom partial- puppy. Call 753-9459
WIse•11
tiered
a•d
Sharpen hand saws on . remote
Low monthly ly
money policy and budget cuts I can
5090 after 4 pm
furnished, close to
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Cognised Cries, his
Payments warranted 753skill saws Call 7534656
University. No pets. Deposit AKC German Shepherd pup no longer afford you."
property whom properly
15 Foot Crosby bass boat
7575
pies, 28 champions. 5
WEST
Will do plumbing heating
required 753-7809
ilensieposl Weald woke 25with trailer 50 hp Mercury
43 Weal Estate
KENTUCKY
27.Mobile Home Sales New 2 bedroom duplex, all generations. Registered 43. Real Estate
sarpentry and rooting 753
30 lets, Superb locetioa
motor
May
be
seen
at
American Eskimo Spitz
•
ASPHALT
helms Ibis good 1.4•••11most
For sale A 1 bedroom kitchen appliances, outside
Darnell Marine 94 East
Sharp 3 b•droont
(5.5ting and
puppies. 502-554-2153
hello. haw. Cell today
NellElMERIImmemor
trailer Call 436-5405 after storage
home only 2 miles
references
sneene
16
70
hp
Fiberglass boat.
KLEEN KRAFT
5 pm
from town on 154
Shroat753 8163
deposit. No pets. 753-0814_ AKC Great Dane puppies
Johnson and trailer 435good bloodline 753-3749
Complete
Janitorial
acres. Nice shade
12x65 Mobile home. 3 One bedroom, furnished
4490
Waldrop
trees, fruit trees, end
Service, Commercial,
Insulation blown in by
bedroom. 111 bath Call apartment, near downtown, Buff male, AKC registered
753-1222
MARINE
good garden spot, Has
SERVICE
Evinrude
Real Estate
Residential, Carpets,
Sears save on these high
753-0069 after 4 30 pm
$150 per month, gas and Cocker Spaniel puppy, has
garage and family
Johnson - Mercury. OMC heating and cooling bills
windows,
had all shots, excellent pet
heide leINCeerter 759-1707
floors.
room AN in good conMobile home, 12x60 good water furnished_ Call 753Sterndrive
Mercruiser
and
Call Sears 153-2310 for
for child. $50 759-4651.
Special low rates on
ANOTHER NEW
dition and priced to
condition. patially furnish- 0187
Murray
Sport
&
Marine
tree estimate
U.Lots For Sale
sell. $34,000.
weekly or monthly
LISTING
718 South 4th 753-7400
ed, 14 baths, 2 bedrooms. One bedroom furnished Bird dog pups, 3 months
service. Call Collect
Attractive
3
It you want the best for
For sale Residential lot.
$3500 Located in Cadiz apartment, water furnish old Call 435-4433.
Real nice country
bedroom, 2 bath
85'x150'. City school One Lawrence locater. 2 less, don't delay. call today
901-642-2100.
For more information call ed. $80 month plus Dog obedience classes AKC
home
with
3
district. City water, sewer. high chairs with metal No lob too small or too big
home approximately,
753-1746
bedrooms, 1
deposit. Highway 121 German Shepherds anc
bath,.
stands
one
Brute
motor
• . driveway whir,
experience
years
35
1601
gas.
Kirkwood Phone
one year old. Located
with
wiw
carpet,/
AKC Austrailian cattle dogs
28. Mob. Home Rents South. 753-5405.
guide trolling motor, one 3 Remodeling
Free rock and Ag lime, also have
753-5851.
in small subdivision
fireplace, gas heater in
Call
436-2858
hp Evinrude. 15' fiberglass estimates_ L & D Con- any type of brown or white
For rent. 12x60 Mobile See duplex to appreciate
den, new the lake.
between
halfway
46. Homes For Sale boat. Call 474-2712.
home, furnished, natural extras! 1906 Greenbrier 40. Produce
pea gravel Also do backhoe
struction Co 436-2908
Also garage and work,
and
Murray
By owner- 3 bedroom brick, Procraft bass boat, 150 hp
work Call Roger Hudson
gas. nice, near University. Road_ 2 Bedrooms. furnishshop - apartrrient
Mayfield. Offered in
&
Removal.
K
Stump
K
Do
approximately
Phone 753-3895.
located at 522 South 6th Mercury motor, all equip753 4545 or 753-6763
ed kitchen. carpet, storage,
1/
1
2
JONES
you need stomps removed
the mid $40's with
acres. Has real good
St. Low 530's. Call 753- ment. 753-4487.
Two bedroom trailer, com- washer and dryer hookups.
Warning!
Don't read this
from
yard
your
or
land
-assumable
loan.
well,
2
septic
systems.
FRUIT STAND
8262.
pletely furnished, very nice, deck overlooking wooded
16' Tri-hull bass boat 60 cleared of stumps' We can unless you're in need of
Phone 753-1222, Koplot,
deposit,
305S.
753.3773
12th
$250
lease.
a
For
sale by owner: 3 horse Johnson motor_ tilt remove stumps up to 24' roofing, carpentry, or elec$150 per month. Call 753perud Realty for
13
month. 753-5791 or 753i.e lead of rine ripe
bedroom house near M.S.U. trailer, foot extended below the ground, leaving trical work. New or repair
8964 after 5 pm.
Real Service in Real
2649 for appointment.
Allerrey-Callewey
tomatoes. 75' lb.; non ripe
753-8955
for appointment. trailer, motor $1100 Call only sawdust and chips All guaranteed Call Joe
Estate!
Three bedroom house
end seal, 50' lb. Apples:
County Realty
Call for free estimate Bob 753-921g for free --innate
4-UNET
Three bedroom. 14 story 435-4526
trailer. $145 per month Two bedroom. 2 bath apartRanee, TOW. Policies's,
(502)7534146
'Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
APARTMENT
home
with
Red Delicious, 45' lb.;
chain
link
fencplus electric bill, all elec- ment. near University. 75353. Services Offered Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
ROOF
304N 12t1s St
3949.
BUILDING
York, 55' lb.; Tines
ed yard. less than $20,000.
tric. Call 759-4592
Neesyrey, Ky 42071
Ilealt-11, & Sblegles
erenges,
18
Good
of
hs.,
return
rate
54.50;
Coleman
Real
Estate.
753Two
bedroom
Licensed
electrician
duplex
and
ir
Inorown
All
work
*me. Grew 436 1430
Two bedroom furnished
Toros Grapefroit, 18 Ibis.,
SWIFT
on this 2 story, 4 unit
9898.
PreoticeDemo /51 5/15
n.'llstallation, heating int••d
Fr••
trailer, central heat and air, Northwood Subdivision. Kit$4.50, Grapes IV lb.;
Lambs Min /51 140/
rental
property.
chen
appliances
Call
repairs.
*sheens.
stailation
furnished.
and
47. Motorcycles
ROOFING
Call 753-4808.
SW,01514.0 /53 3043
Celery 31' Wee; fresh
Priced in the 550's.
Cal 7591$59.,
No pets. Deposit required.
753-7203.
Aerooator
she, 137' lb.; Yellow
Two bedroom furnished, Call 753-2965.
Free E stimates I I
Honda
1975
CB-360
exT.
/53 4124
Assumable
loan
and
sengsb, 60' lb.; broccoli,
Moo
A.
Beevew
&elm
water furnished, $90
tra clean_ excellent condiCall 753-5976
owner financing
136' bunch; large lettuce
Wet basement' We make
Expert car and home
month
plus deposit Two 2 bedroom apartments
hoed 60'; swell 30'; Green
available, tion. 2 helmets plus acand
bedroom
one
4
apartwet basements dry work
Once in a lifetime a home
Highway 121 South. Call
cessories_ $800. Call 753- Bobs Home Improvement stereo repair.
aeons, 4 bands, $1.00,
reasonable
terms.
ment. furnished, water also
completely guarenteed Call
like this comes along The
753-5405.
6204.
Radish green onions, large
SOUND
OF
WORLD
Phone
753-1222, KopService Remodeling, pain
included. Call 436-2455
or write Morgan Congrounds of this stately two
65' h.; Teller 45' h.; Par
222S. 12th St.
1974 Suzuki TC-100, good ting, cement work, general
29. Heating-Cooling after 6 pm.
perud Realty.
struction Co Route 2, Box
ple, 45' lb.; ante onions,
story solid brick home gives
7534865
condition,
home
price
$385
maintenenace and in409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
95'; Cucumsbers 4 for
For sale Used central air- Two bedroom duplex, centhe illusin of a private Three older
properties at- Phone 753-5513 after 6 spections Free estimates.
51.00; Bell
or call day or night. 1-442.
Peppers,
conditioning unit. Also used tral heat and air, outlets for
-estate- within the city tractively priced
HOME
MOBILE
pm
ANCHORS
and
753-4501
wishoo, 40' inch; Cab7026
Frigidare
deluxe washer and dryer. available
limits. From the entry hall. owners will
underpiniing.
roof's
consider
sealed.
offers.
bage, It' 9.; 1.45444511411,
1976 Yamaha DT-175B dirt- COLDWATER LAWN &
refrigerator Call 759-4024
April 1st. No pets. Couples
to your right is a warm At 602 main
patio awnings and house Will build or design Passive
1/11•11,
(zoned
10 for 51.00;
for
street. Good condition. Only GARDEN
spacious living room with business) large
SHOP
30. Business Rental preferred. 753-9741
carrots 10' Ws; Radishes,
roof's for mobile solar home, underground
prestigious 2.800 miles. $475. Call Lawnmowers,
Rote-tillers. type
fireplace. to your left is a house and
25' gosh; Psalm, $1.25
homes 753-1873. lack home_ or greenhouse. Tripp
Two bedroom duplex, apgarage apart- after 6. 7674455.
chain
saws,
charming
expe•tly
library
with
floor
Williams, Real Estate and
pliances
ment (four possible rental
Glover
furnished. S.; Pasowns, rue, $1.25
Mini
repaired_ Pickup and
to ceiling bookcases, to the suites) on large
I.
Builder. 436-2415.
available April 1st. Phone
lot. 48. Auto. Services
Weireimiese
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
delivery
available
dining
rear
is
489the
formal
, 753-9400.
$43.500 At 903 Vine good 1974 El Camino body parts,
Commercial and residen- Window cleaning, fast ser41. Public Sale
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM
Stern.* Space
room and compact-kitchen two bedroom and
large set of 14- Chevrolet
satisfaction
tial Also patching, sealing. vice.
3.
with
storage
corin
every
Kirksey Flea Market, openFor Rent
• garage on good lot, wheels Call 492-8345 Concrete and block, brick and striping.
guaranteed_ Free estimate
For
estimates
ner
floor,
second
On
the
Rooms
for
rent,
one
block ing Saturday, March 21st.
work.
$19.500. At 605 Pine, nice after 6 pm
Basements call 753-1537
753-4751
Call 753-7140.
from University. 753-1812 Located Li mile north in you will discover three older three bedroom on
driveways storm cellars.
Will
mow yards, 15 years
bedrooms
bright
with
airy
49.
Used
Cars
or
Need
753-6933.
work
on
your
Kirksey.
trees?
Patchwork
quilts a
porches. 20 years exBuilding in Dixieland Su'
large lot $16,000. Call C.0
Topping, pruning, shaping, experience Call 753-6564,
ping Center, complete with 34. Houses For Rent speciality. Guaranteed com- the master bedroom having Bondurant Realty 753-9954 1972 Buick Rivera, extra perience 753-5476.
pletely handmade. 489- it's own fireplace This or 753-3460.
heating, lighting, and airnice with sun roof. Must Carpenter Service. New complete removal and 9 AM to 9 PM
home has the charm of
more. Call BOVER'S TREE 56. Free lumn
conditioning. Available For rent: 2 bedroom house. 2417_
see to appreciate. 753- homes
remodeling
yesterday, the comforts of
SERVICE for professional
April 1 1981. Call 753- 1614 Calloway, Murray 43. Real Estate
8166.
Free piIgu, Austradian
cabinets.
decks,
anything
492-8225.
today and the conveniences
tree care. 753-8536.
3018. ,
Shepherd,
1976 Chevrolet, high with wood quality work
German
tomorrow
of
Won't
AFFORDABLE
you
FOUR
House for rent, Taylor Store
Need your pinball machine Shepherd cross Call 498mileage. extra clean. power Phone 753-0565 •
31. Want To Rent
community_ Call Larry Hurt, BEDROOM HOME on extra come and let us give you
steering, brakes windows. Do all 'types of plumbing, repaired' In your home or 8376
large lot close to everything. your private tour today' Call
753-3361.
locks. $2000. Can be seen large or small jobs, all work business Call 753 1217
Would Ma to rent for
You get alot of interior 759-1492 Offered by CENFree! 4 month old puppy
House for rent in Coldwater room in this well con- TURY 21 Loretta Jobs
at 1510 Sycamore
1-3
yours
with
guarnanteed 5 years exWould make good farm or
AI'S Super Shell
on
121.
2
or
3
bedroom,
Realtors
structed home with dry
GOOD INVESThunting dog Call 753perlsops option to buy.
1978 Camaro. 6 cylinder, perience. 753-5360
South 4th Street
gas heat, air-conditioned, basement and big garage
,e•-•.
6392
MENT
automatic. air. AM-FM
Prefer 3 or 4
Murray
carpeted, washer and dryer Priced unbelievably low
SANDING
Stain*
FLOOR
Three bedroom brick
cassette. Call 753-9278
bedrooms, 2 or more
Auto
Complete
)
57. Wanted
hookup, stove, refrigerator. plus possible owner financand finishing Call 354,
after 4 pm.
within walking
baths, kitchen with
Repair. free Lobe with
dishwasher furnished. Call ing Ask for Wendy at Spann
6127.
Want to lease Burley poundistance
of
the
oil and filter change.
range, refrigerator,
1974 Chevrolet, clean, low
489-2775.
dage Wheat straw for sale
kealty Associates, 753University,
This
753-7896.
and sRshwasher, in
mileage. all options, $1800. Guttering by Sears. Sears
Call 753-8156.
Three bedroom brick. 7724.
installed
contmous
gutters
".
house
could
be
BOYD-MAJORS'
good
.
1953 Ford tractor. good
city with cablevision.
Fireplace, dishwasher,ten- CANTERBURY. 3 bedroom.
Call
specifications
per
your
investment
property
REAL ESTATE
condition. $2000. 1975
Older couple with no
tral heat, air, garage. anten- 2 bath home designed for
as a rental, or would
753-8080
Honda 125 motorcycle. like Sears 753-2310 for tree
children, recently purna. Refrigerator negotiable. large family. Enjoy spacious
estimate
new $500. 753-3942.
be ideal for a young
chased business in
Profesesonal Services
$330. 753-6331.
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Comment Conn)
great room with fireplace,
couple's first home.
V.
IS
The
Friendly
Touch"
1976
Camaro.
air. Gravel hauled. Call 753
Murray. Call 759-4611
Two bedroom house; 1 large kitchen-dining area, 2
Price just lowered
Specializing in Senior Citizens
6186 or 753-5948
automatic
transmission,
COUNTRY LIVING
bedroom apartment; 2 car garage. and fenced
$3000 to $32,000.
new tires, $2695. 753- liielveledveekiWW140.
AT A
Open Hours
bedroom duplex. Call 753- back yard in this nearly new
Phone 753-1222, Kop9710.
32. Apts. For Rent
LOW PRICE
home Let us show you to2967 after 5 pm.
wai ...ow nerds, clean yin
Mon.,
Tues.,
perud Realty.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
7 rooms and bath,
1977 Ford Mustang II.
day Call Spann Realty
di, trier snobs sin bed
Apartments for rent, near Three bedroom
THE OLD
house, gas.
8-12 7534685
carpeted -with stock
.Light-blite• -new -hres-,--rmg-- envy cattle's. tell 753downtown Murray 753- heat, air-conditioning, Associates7153-?-724.COUNTRY
{947 eher 5:30 pre.
wheels, power steering and
barn and outside
:1109.
For Appointment
carpeted, washer-dryer
STORE
MOST Mt11, J1K5
brakes. air-conditioning, lildYklYkAWMAKkre
storage
excellent
Almost new 2 bedroom hookup, $200 plus deposit. lb bean
ion MO
54+4514. Moo
Lots of good property
AM-FM stereo with factory
location on Airport
duplex, large rooms, ap- 753-2835.
Wiese Iwer emi salon
and lots of good
8-track, digital clock,
MIRES-HOMES
Road -34 miles from
pliances furnished, washer' Two
bedroom house with 2
memories go with
tachometer Excellent runnRUSINESSES
j55 Acres,
dryer hook-up in utility.
Murray
apartments near
garage
this
unusual
listing.
EAU AND RECREATIONAL
ing condition. Spotless in
private carport and patio
trees. At less than
hospital, $400 per month
Turn
of
PROPERTY
the century
tenor. Call 753-6331.
deck. After 330 PM. call
$28,000.
$25.000. Write to Listiegs rieswied1 Offices
income,
General Store with
753-9574 or 753-6513
1972 Ford Torino SW, runs
ANOTHER
P.O. Box 712. Murray
Coast to Coast. Buyers
all the old display
Brick garage apartment 2
TEMPTING
good and looks good. 4 new
BUY
Everywhere.
cases and ma4 old
bedroom, newly decorated, 37. livestock-Supplies Irmo
tug arid other new parts.
On Hwy. 641 N. about
furnishings included
carpeted, stove and 29' Four horse gooseneck "Fre*" Cafeiwg.
Call -753-8166.
5 miles from Murray,
$TROUT REALTY
in sale. Located in
refrigerator, central gas trailer with dressing room.
3 B.R. home, well
For sale 1975 Trans Am.
Joel. Immo limier
old
Almo,
heat and air. Married cou- Good condition Call 328property
1212 Cealooloe at
decorated
and
good condition Call 759ple only. 753-2835
includes
a
/mom sr.
full
city
8345
carpeted, large coun
1589
block. Ideal for
7S3-0186
try kitchen, spacious
Amyl.
1968 Ford LTD wagon
restaurant or any
master bedroom,
1978 Fairmont Squire_ wii
type retail business
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
carport. Owner will
sell either one Call 753
including its present
and a place for a horse' We
sell on lease option or
6322
use as a General
have it!-A 14 tract with 3
finance to qualified
Store, $39,500. Phone
1976 Half ton Dodge
bedroom brick home. barn
Factory Direct Coast to Coast
buyer.
Kopperud Realty,
pickup truck one owner
with 8 stalls and fenced
Best Quality & Lowest Prices
753-1222
for all the
1978 Buick, one owner
pasture. An additional
Professional Services - Easy Terms
1969 Cadillac Call 474
feature is assumable VA
2337
Phone: 642-2181
loan with small equity and
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, in.
low interest rate Let us
1972 MG Midget, g000 conREAL ESTATE
show you a great invest
dition. $1500 Call 767ment You'll be glad you
Now Taking Applications
2837
did Priced in the 540's. OfFor
1970 Model Rebel good
fered by CENTURY 21 Loretcondition, good tires, one
ta lobs. Realtors. 753owner. $600 Call 753-5550
1492
MARCH 25, 4:00 P.M.
or 414 South 5th.
$6000 down and you can
SONIC RESTAURANT BLDG.
1975 Scirocco. AM-FM
have your own mechanic
HWY 641 NORTH, MURRAY
radio,
automatic
shop Owner ,will finance
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky
AUCTION TO BE HELD AT:
transmission, good condi
the balance Call Vicki at
PEOPLES
BANS
IN
MURRAY
hon, like new $2000 or
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom Spann Realty for more inincludes 1150 Square Foot Glass, Brick, &
best offer Call 753-3628
formation, 753-7724
handicapped units.
luminary, beading on 21,600 sq. ft. of lend.
1979 VW Scirocco, is in
lwrioal it Thames
12% SELLER FINANCING
good condition, gets exApply Mee. Fri. 11 e.e. tit I p.m
Ideal for (dikes, commercial, restaurant, drive-hi
heseirawee IL
cellent mileage 753-1378
The Village, 641 North
Noel Etta%
bank, etc.
SO.
Used Trui-USso1fSsisis (earl Sq.
REAL ESTATE AUCTIONS, INC.
502-437-4157
1976 Dodge Van'. customizAllerrey, Keeteeky
12121 346 15011
loud Housing Opwtenity
ed, 58,000 actual miles
2534431
$2950 Call 1-354-6217
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8
AM to 6 PM nignts and
Saturdays by appointment
159-1425

For rent 2 bedroom apartments at Embassey 753
3530 or 753-4331 atter 5
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HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

DEMME
BELL
OPENING

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

r

Thursday March
26, 1980
at 4:00 A.M.
Breakfast
4:00 to 10:00 A.M.
Famous Smorgasbord
10:00 to 9:00 P.M.

Hwy. 68, One mile east of
Jonathan Creek Bridge.
354-6942

•
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* At The Movies -A
(R•views CH Current Mow ii Al Murray Thoatres)
Sy KENT FORRESTER

Rocky Horror,
Fantasy In Drag
There has never been a
film quite like The Rocky
Horror Picture Show before
For those of you who don't
know about this curious
phenomenon, let me explaine Rocky Horror, quite
self-consciously decadent
and depraved, is the most
successful cult film ever to

come out of Hollywood
Though I didn't catch
anything but the broad
outlines of the plot for
reasons that will become
abundantly clear later), I
can tell you that the movie
seems to be about a
wholesome young couple
from the 1960's who get trapped in a time-warped castle

24, 19111

that exists in the 1970's
Thu e they are corrupted by
the hero of the movie, a
bisexual transvestite who
dresses in a black corset
most of the time, a handsome mauve dress occasionally, and high heels
always. It's a musical comedy, but it's a long time from
Shirley Temple
Devotees know the film so
well that they come to the
movie dressed like the
characters in the film and
recite the dialogue along
with the actors. At special
places, the audience even
participates in the action.
For instance, when the actors in the film throw rice at

a wedding, the audience
throws rice at the screen.
and when a character in the
movie proposes a toast, the
audience throws toast. A
piece landed in my lap, but it
was too well-done for niy
tastel
The audience also sings
with the actors, dances with
them, urges them to finish
their lines when they
hesitate, and utters conventional responses, in unison.
that have apparently traveled around the country in the
Rocky Horror underground
For instance, whenever one
particular character appears on screen, he is
greeted by the audience with

-Boring!" Thr audience's
conventional response to
another character, the
wholesome lad, is too coarse
to mention here.
A performance of Rocky
Horror, then, really consists
of two elements: the movie
itself and the audience's
response to it. Thus, if you
happen to find yourself in an
untalented or apathetic audience, you really. don't get
your money's worth.
Fortunately, though the
audience I was with Friday.
night didn't have a great
deal of talent, it made up for
it in good-natured enthusiasm. Only about a third
of us lighted our lighters at

the appropriate tune, but we
excelled in squirting our
water guns when the
rainstorm occurred. And
though we recited the
dialogue without much
finesse, we made up for it
with volume and feeling.
However, honesty forces
me to say that the few in the
audience who attempted the
dance steps either forgot the
steps or did them badly.
For awhile before the
movie started we were all
beginning to despair
because no one was showing
up in bizarre clothing. But
then a few in capes, derbies,
and heavy makeup began to
drift in. And finally, thank

goodness, a guy showed up in sets, worn by both men and
drag Naturally we gave hun women at the end of the
a nice round of applauce as movie when the wholesome
he minced down the aisle to young couple have been
his front row seat. The front throughouly corrupted
rows are traditionally
Rocky Horror, rated R, is
reserved for those in one of the late shows for the
costume.)
next two weekends. Oddly
After all the pre-movie ex- enough, the movie contains
citement, the movie was no nudity, no graphic
almost an anti-climax. What violence, and no four-letter
surprised me was how well words that I heard, through I
done it was. I was expecting heard only about half of the
something amateurish. But dialogue and about a fourth
the rock songs were enter- of the lyrics. However, there
taining, the script was witty, ire
adult
situations
and the acting was profes- throughout, a couple of
sional. Costuming, apparent- which discreetly depict sex
ly done by Fredericks of acts. The audience is pretty
Hollywood, was your basic raunchy, though its mood is
black, porple, and rose cor- good natured.
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
s

By Abigail Van Buren

Mother's 'Fair Share'
Depends on Who's Giving
DEAR READERS: I did it again. I invited my
readers to express themselves, and did I get mq,il!
Here's the original letter:
DEAR ABBY: My husband's mother, who is in her
80s, has come to live with us. She's financially secure
and draws a nice Social Security check every month.
We have four teen-agers at home and one in college,
and with prices so high these days, we barely make
ends meet. I added up all the household expenses and
divided them by the number of people who live here,
and it comes to $275 a month. (Not including
clothing.) Mother thinks $150 a month is adequate for
her share. My husband agrees with her. This includes
driving her to town to shop, to the doctor and
anywhere else she wants to go. She watches TV all
day long and we have to keep the furnace higher for
her. I would like the opinion of your readers concerning what Mother's fair share should be. (What
would she pay in a nursing home that doesn't offer all
these extras?) Mother said she would abide by what
Dear Abby's readers say. .
WAITING IN WASHINGTON
DEAR WAITING: I'm waiting, too. Readers?
DEAR WAITING: Thank God your daughter-in-law is
willing to take you in. You should give her your entire Social
Security check. You couldn't find a decent nursing home for
under $1,000 a month. Personally, I wouldn't take my
mother-in-law into my home for a million dollars a week!
She's given me nothing but trouble since I married her son.
FONTANA, CALIF.

Low tar. High country taste.
Above all in refreshment.

DEAR WAITING: May God forgive you! You should be
ashamed of yourself. If! could only have my mother in my
home, I would wait on her hand-and-foot. My mother died at
42, and I never got to pay her back.
APPALLED IN COLORADO
DEAR ABBY: Tell Grandma to pry herself away from the
tube long enough to sample the real world. Butter is now $2
a pound and so is round steak. I paid 39 cents for four small
white potatoes and 16 cents for one sweet potato today. The
old lady should keep $100 a month for her personal expenses
and give the rest to the family she's living with. That won't
even begin to pay for the inconvenience and adjustments
they will have to make by her presence.
GETTING THERE IN GREELEY
DEAR WAITING: Your mother-in-law should pay at least
$400 a month. She can't take her money with her. Just make
sure if she has anything left (after she dies), it will go to you
and not to the other relatives. Some old folks are funny
when it comes to relatives. It's always the ones who do the
least for them while they're living who wind up getting the
most.
VANCOUVER, B.C.
DEAR WAITING: What kind of woman would charge an
80-year-old mother-in-law to live with her? Would you feel
the same about your own mother? Did your mother-in-law
charge your husband for his food and shelter while he was
growing up'? Did she require compensation for all the hours
of lost sleep and the sacrifices she made during the
Depression years when times were really tough'.' I would
consider it a privilege to chauffeur my mother-in-law
around. Instead. I go to visit her under a marble slab on a
hilltop shaded by a rhododendron bush. God bless all 80year-olds. They've been through plenty and deserve to be
rewarded.
—
TACOMA, WASH,
DEAR WAITING: Take whatever amount you can get
and be quiet! My mother is in a nursing home. It costs $4,000
a month for a private room, which she needs because she
can't get along with anybody. Everything else is extra.
Doctors, medicine, and $35 every time she gets her toenails 6
trimmed, My brother and I pay the bills, and we aren't
complaining. It beats having her live with us. Your motherin-law must be an exception. No home is big enough for two
families.
NO NAME IN CHICAGO rf..More tomorrow.
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Begley's
Drug Store
Winners Of The
60th Anniversary
$60.00 Shopping Spree
ner so
saw
1

Left — Lola Cain
••• sure shopping sproo to ha glows away
the 26th of March.

LIGHTS: 9 mg."tar",0.7 mg. nicotine as. per cigarette by FTC method; LIGHTS 100's, 11 mg."tar",0.9 mg nicotine as. per cigarette, FTC Report DEC '79

